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Resident Dies At Hospital

Policeman Shoots Man

0

•

By PHYLLLSJ OSBORNE
Staff Writer
A local man was shot by a Murray Policeman at about 9:30 last
night while officers were responding to a call.
Franklin Glen Glur, 502 Vine
Street, died at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital following the incident, according to Coroner Tommy Walker. City Police Chief
Jerry Lee said today one police officer was treated and released and
another remains in the hospital
this morning as a result of injuries during the incident.
Two police officers stopped an
automobile at Cherry and Pine
Streets following a complaint.
They approached Glur and he fl-

ARTHRITIS DRIVE — Murrelle Madrey, second right, chairman
of the 1981 Fund Raising Drive for the Kentucky Chapter of the Arthritis Foundation in Calloway County, presented a special honor
certificate to Laurel P'Pool, second left, fund raising chairman for
many years and now a volunteer worker with the drive at the kick off
meeting held Tuesday. On the left is Dr. Billy P'Pool who spoke at
the meeting. On the right is Ernest Madrey,also a volunteer worker.

The League of Women Voters of
Murray-Calloway County
announces a Membership Fair to
be held on Saturday,Sept. 19, at 10
a.m., at the Calloway County
Public Library meeting room.
The fair is open to every person
interested in becoming
acquainted with the programs and
goals of the local chapter of the
League of Women Voters.
A film about League programs
on the national, state and local
level will be presented and
informative brochures will be
available.
Officers of the local League will
be present to answer questions
and to discuss special projects.
"The purpose of the League of
Women Voters is to promote

St., which is located just south of
the S. 7th St. parking lot. Furches
testified that he felt the possibility
of expanding industry in the area
of his residence would cause the
value of his, and surrounding
homes, to decrease. He added that
a proposed loading dock in the
parking lot could cause noise and
possible traffic problems near his
home. Furches was represented
by attorney Don Overbey.
Attorney Gary Haverstock, a
resident of 105 N. 6th. St., located
on the same block involved in the
rezoning request, also testified
and recommended the request be
denied.
The planning commission has 30
days to rule on the request.
In other business, City Planning
Commissioner Steve Zea
presented a profile of Murray,
which is designed to give
information about the city to
prospective industrial clients.
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Three Murray High School
students have been named National Merit Scholarship
Semifinalists.
Natalie Simpson, Mark Hussung
and Erin O'Brien were named by
the National Merit Scholarship
Corporation as representing a portion of the top half of one percent
of the state's high school senior

Community Theatre
To Present

Achievement Award for Kentucky
in 1979; playing violin with the
Murray State Orchestra for three
years; and membership in the
MRS band.
O'Brien has chosen Princeton
University to begin her college
studies. She plans to major in
engineering. She is the daughter
of Col. and Mrs. John E. O'Brien
of Route 7, Murray and is very active in both academic and music
associations.
She serves as a member ot the
MILS Band in the flag corps and
was a State Champion flag soloist.
O'Brien is also a member of the
National Forensic League; Thespian Society; Tr -Alpha; math
team as well as president of the
French Club; news editor of Black
and Gold and historian for the
medical explorers.
While attending Murray High
School Clark was a member of
band, speech club and an eagle
scout. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Clark.
In addition to being honored

Gourmet Cabaret
The Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre will present
an all new Gourmet Cabaret, an
evenig of delightful entertainment
and delicious desserts, at 8 p.m.
Sept. 18-20.
Gourmet desserts, coffee and
cold drinks will be served as
talented singers and musicians
perform Broadway show tunes in
the Old Freight Depot in the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Director Richard Valentine said
the fall season's dessert theatre is
similar to the highly successful
summer season's productions;
however, all the show tunes will be
new.
Valentine said tunes from such
great Broadway productions as
"Camelot," "My Fair Lady,"
"Mame" and "Kiss Me Kate" will
be performed.
Tickets are 83.50 per person and
include desserts and the show.
Valentine said reservations are
recommended, since seating is
limited.
For information and
reservations, call the Community
Theatre Ticketline at (502) 7591752 or visit the box office at the
Old Freight Depot between 10
a.m. and 4 p.m. Tuesday-Friday.

cloudiness
Considerable cloudiness today
with a chance for a light shower.
Breezy and unseasonably cool
with highs in the mid to upper 60s.
Partly cloudy and continued cool
tonight- and Thursday. Lows
tonight in the mid to upper 40s and
highs Thursday only 60 to 65.
Thursday through Saturday: A,
dry and unseasonably cool period.
Highs mid 60s to lower 70s.

to...•••

where he had been serving a
sentence for numerous charges
from Jefferson County, Ky.
''He was known to carry a
weapon and had made statements
that he would kill any police officer before being apprehended
again," Wright said.
At press time, Kentucky State
Police Detective Gene Spillman
was still investigating the matter.
Officials requested names of the
officers in the incident be withheld
until the investigation can be completed.
An autopsy on the body of Glur
was to be performed today, no exact cause of death will be
available until that report is
released.

Murray High Students Named

political responsibility through
informed and active participation
of citizens in government and to
act on selected governmental
issues. The League does not
support or oppose any political
party or any candidate," said
Joan Weber,president.
Interested citizens at least 18
years of age are invited to the
coffee and program. For further
information please call Mrs.
Weber, 759-4428, or Helen Spann,
vice president, membership
chairman,753-8579.

inside today
today's index

ed. During the pursuit he
assaulted one officer with a
weapon and fled policemen again,
according to Kentucky State
Police Information Officer
Richard Wright.
Glur was caught a second time
and took one officer's weapon. He
was then shot by the second officer at the scene, according to the
KSP report.
Lee said today there were two
officers originally at the scene.
They were then assisted by at
least eight others from both the city force and county sheriff's
department.
According to Wright, Glur was
on probation from the state correctional facility at Eddyville

National Merit Scholarship Semifinalists

League Announces
Membership Fair;
Set For Saturday

City Planners Delay
Action On Rezoning
Following testimony during a
two-hour public hearing Tuesday,
the Murray Planning Commission
voted to delay until its October
meeting any action on a rezoning
request in the Maple and South 7th
Street area.
The request, made by Mason
Ross and C. L. Vaughn, asked for
properties at 605 and 607 Maple
and 207 and 209 S. 7th to be
changed from central business
district to industrial zones.
Ted Vaughn, vice president of
Murray Fabric, testified that his
business recently purchased the
building and lot at 207 S. 7th from
Ross. He said the family-owned
corporation also obtained from
Ross a two-year option on the
parking lot and building at 209 S.
7th St. Murray Fabric currently
occupies properties at 605 and 607
Maple Ave.
Under questioning from his
attorney, Mark Blankenship,
Vaughn said his company
purchased the lot at 207 7th St. for
use as a storage area. He added
he hoped the adjoining lot
could be utilized by his business
for parking and storage. He said
the corporation requested the
rezoning because of the future
possibility of moving machinery
into the two buildings.
The current zoning of the area
as a business district was
formulated in 1964 as part of the
planning commission's
planning commission's comprehensive plan. Business district
zoning does not allow manufacturing if more than five people are
employed. However, Murray
Fabric was established in 1975,
and was therefore "grandfathered
In" when the commission drew up
Its plan.
Opposing the request was
William R. Furches of r.04 Tor7.1;
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Arthritis
I Meeting
Is Held
"I hope a cure for arthritis is
found by the time I have the
dreaded crippling and pain racking disease," said Dr. Billy P'Pool
of the Calloway County Medical
Association at the kick off meeting
for the 1981 fund raising drive held
Tuesday in the University Center
at Murray State University.
Dr. P'Pool and his wife, Laurel,
have worked with the Kentucky
Chapter of the Arthritis Foundation for several years. Mrs. P'Pool
was presented a special award for
her service at the meeting by the
1981 fund raising chairman, Murrelle Madrey.
"Arthritis is a disease that affects persons of all ages and is the
leading cause of absenteeism in
employees from work'," said Hal
Leichard of the Kentucky Chapter
at the Tuesday meeting.
Fund raising activities include
the following:
*Business drive by the Theta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
'Door-to-door fund raising as a
September service project of the
Beta Club of Calloway County
High School.
'Victory march in the city by
the Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America.
'Tag Day by the Murray High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America.
'Road blocks by the members of
the Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority at
Murray State University on Saturday, Sept. 26, from 9 to 11 a.m.
Also the sorority has scheduled a
"Mr. MSU" contest on Wednesday, Oct. 21, at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State.
Other persons and organizations, including the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
Sorority, will be assisting in the
special fund raising event.
Frances Thompson will serve as
treasurer of the Arthritis Fund
Drive in Murray and Calloway
County. Persons may take or send
funds to her at the downtown
branch of the Bank of Murray.

AN
ALL
KENTUCKY
\ CITY

Natalie Simpson
class. Brent Clark was also named. He is a former Murray High
School student who moved to
Douglasville, Georgia this
semester, according to a high
school spokesman.
Simpson, the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Miles Simpson of 1372
Main Street has been very active.
She serves as a member of the National Forensic League; Thespian Society, track team, math
team. She also served as President of the Engineering Explorer
Post 120; Officer of Murray High
Speech Club; Lighting Director
for Community Theater and a
Teenage Volunteer at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
has chosen to attend Purdue
University where she will major
in Engineering.
Hussung, the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Karl Hussung, 900 Meadow
Lane, plans to attend Murray
State University and pursue a
career in music. He also has been
very active. His work includes,
Student Council member; Hi-Y
member, a recipient of the
Baldwin Junior Keyboard

Expectations
On Wall Street
Are Revived
NEW YORK ( AP) — A string of
rallies in the nation's credit
markets has revived expectations
on Wall Street of a sustained,
though modest, decline in interest
rates.
Rates in the bond and money
markets edged lower Tuesday for
the fifth straight day, and
economists said the Federal
Reserve Board appeared to have
relaxed its grip on credit.
The Fed, as the nation's central
bank, has kept a tight rem.on
money and credit to control
inflation. The side effect of high
interest rates, however, has put
intense pressure on business
during a time of stagnant
economic growth.

.
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• Erin Orefien

Mark Hussung
publicly, semifinalists are identified to colleges and universities
in an effort to increase the educational opportunities of these exceptional students.
To be considered for Merit
Scholarships, semifinalists named
today must qualify as finalists by
meeting additional requirements.
The finalists standards include
being fully endorsed and recommended for scholarships by their
principals, submitting records
that demonstrate high academic
standing, substantiating high
qualifying test scores with
equivalent scores on another examination, and supplying a selfdescription of their activities and
extracurricular accomplishments.
About 90 percent of the
semifinalists are expected to advance to finalists standing; all
Merit Scholars are chosen from
among the high able group of
13,500 finalists. About 5,000 Merit
Scholarships will be awarded in
1982.

Nightclub Comedian
To Be At Murray State
David Letterman, popular
nightclub and talk comedian, will
appear at Murray State University Friday, Sept. 25, at 8 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
According to Jim Carter, coordinator of student activities, Letterman will be the featured performer during the 1981 Parent's
Day activities Sept. 25-27 on camPusLetterman, a frequent guest
host on the Tonight Show, has appeared on such television programs as Mery Griffin and the
Hollywood Squares. He has also
written several television specials
that include Superstunts and The
Paul Lynde Comedy Hour.
Tickets for the Letterman performance are $3 for students and
$4 for adults. They are available
at the information desk in the
University Center at Murray
David Letterman
State, the World of Sound in Mur- Hoop of Roy Stewart Stadium and
ray and Sun Audio and the Sound ' a dance featuring The Truly
Shop in Paducah.i.
Original Band. Parents are also
Other Parents' Day activities invited to attend the MurrayInclude a tour of parents of the State-Tennessee Tech football
newly completed University game Saturday, Sept. 26. at
Center, a reception in the Racer Stewart Stadium.
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Tennis Group
Plans Play
For Friday
Group A of the Ladies
Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play on
Friday, Sept. 18, at 9:30
a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as
follows:
Court One - Lois
Keller, Sharron Brown,
Lynn Stout, and Carol
Boaz.
Court Two - Joni
Billington, Georgianna
Moffitt, Jeanetta
Williams, and Patsy
Miller.
Court Three - Brenda
Marquardt, Rainey
Apperson, Timmy
Edwards, and Patsy
Oakley.
Court Four - Judy
Carroll, Jana Hughes,
Andrea Hogancamp, and
Peggy Billington.
Persons needing a
substitute may call Mary
Valentine.
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Special Projects--

To Be Married
The engagement and
approaching marriage of
Miss Rebecca Suzanne
Gould to Paul Lyles
Robertson,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Flavil Robertson of
Murray, has been
announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Gould of Murray.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter D. Insel
of Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. William R. Gould of
Blockton, Iowa. Miss
Gould is a graduate of
Murray State University
and is employed as a
teacher at Southwest
Calloway Elementary
School.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Nathaniel
Robertson of Murray and
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Christensen of
Chicago, Ill. Mr.
Robertson attends
Murray State University
and Paducah Community
College. He is studying
for a Bachelor's degree in
mechanical engineering.
The wedding will be
solemnizd on Saturday,
Oct. 10, at 4 p.m. at the
First United Methodist

• •

A

Planned, Xi Alpha Delta
The Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi held its opening day
meeting on Aug. 28 at the
Hopkinsville Federal
Savings and Loan
Building.
Summer service projects were discussed with
Debbie Lyons, cochairman, reporting that
cookies were still being
delivered to the Calloway
County Library, "Ditty
Bags" for the Pediatrics
Ward at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospitla had been
delivered this summer,
and ten girls had helped
in the concession stand at
the "tractor pull" contest
for the St. Jude's Hospital

On Sept. 3 the chapter
Fund.
Rheanetta Coleman met for the first meeting
asked to be released from of the 1981-82 year at the
her duties as treasurer Community Center on
for the sorority, and Vicki Ellis Drive. Debbie Lyons
Holton was elected to and Rowena Emerson
were hostesses. Rowena
replace her in this office.
The side walk sale Emerson gave a program
booth was eeported to on, "Woman: Her
have been a success, and Heritage and Her Hope."
Refreshments were
special "thanks" goes out
by Mrs. Lyons and
served
a
helped,
to all who
Mrs. Emerson to the
spokesman said.

following: Glenda
Wilson, Barbara
Williams, Debbie
Villaflor, Joyce Thomas,
Peggy Shoemaker, Lois
Ruiz, Laurie Rollins,
Joyce Nunnally, Wanda
Miles, Cathy Marcussen,
Debbie Lyons, Vickie
Holton, Mary Graves,
Barbara Chilcutt, Ha
Brown, and Mary Ann
Barrow.

Cherry Branch
19 Beaut Clinic OI1

CC

Miss Rebecca Suzanne Gould
To Wed Paul Lyles Robertson

HAS SURGERY
Willadene Walker of
Murray Route 2, Kirksey
is now
community,
Church in Murray with
Only out of town
Rev. Dr. Walter Mischke, invitations will be sent. recuperating at her home
Jr., officiating. A All friends and relatives after having undergone
reception will follow at of the couple are invited back surgery at Jackson,
Tenn. Persons may visit
the church.
to attend.
her or send her cards at
her home.
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Murray Club To Meet Thursday
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State officers who attended were Pauline J.
Crump, president, Paula
C. Flood, corresponding
secretary, and Heidi S.
Margulis, first vice president.

The club collect was led
by Kathy Hodge, president of the Murray club.
Lynn Rogers, president
of the Emblem Club, led
the pledge to the flag, and
Martha Babb was
mistress of ceremonies.
Others present were

members of the
Princeton, Marshall
County, Trigg County,
Paducah River City, and
Mayfield B&PW Clubs.
Sixty club members were
present along with Doris
K. Margulis, Louisville, a
guest.

Births

Mary Ray Oaken
Guest Speaker

ROGERS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey K.
Rogers of Mayfield,
Route 7, announce the
birth of a baby boy, Adam
Jeffrey, weighing six
pounds-six ounces,
2 inches,
/
measuring 181
born on Tuesday, Aug. 25,
at 6:50 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is an
associate manager with
Wal-Mart - Big K. The
mother is the former
Tammy Feltner.
Grandparents are Mr.

and Mrs. James R.
Feltner, Murray, Jackie
Rogers, Mayfield, and
Roy Kenneth Rogers,
Detroit, Mich. Greatgrandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Graham
Feltner, Murray; Mr.
and Mrs. M. S. Hogan,
Dover, Tenn.; and Mr.
and Mrs. Wm. Bernard
Foster, Mission, Texas. A
great-great grandmother
is Mrs. Ben Feltner,
Woodlawn, Tennessee.

You re Cordially Invited
To Our Free Make Over Clinic
Call The Cherry Branch on Chestnut for an appointment. Hours 15 Thursday & Friday - 753-8272.
YOU'LL LEARN the skincare plan that's perfect for you by actually using the products chosen for your special needs.
YOU'll DISCOVER how to apply the newest makeup look by doing
your own makeup under the expert guidance of our liscensed
cosmetologist.
The look you achieve will be the one you'll want to recreate again
and again.. when you wish to be your most glowing self.
Call now or stop by the cosmetic counter for your appointment
with a glorious new you.

KEN HOLLAND

Pepsi,
Diet Pepsi,
Mountain De
160z.8Pk.

And 0120z. Cup
of Pepsi
•

For Only

"The Fruit We Bear"

25'

$1 29

Pepsi
Mountain
Dew
Dr. Pepper
2 Liter

Ruffles
Potato Chips
Buy One Get One Free

99'

Ken Holland
You're invited to a reception in honor of Ken Holland, a well known
local artist, on Thursday, Sept. 17th from 10:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m. in our
gallery at our new location, 418 Main St.
We will have Ken's•latest print on sale at $15.00 ea. This is the third
print relepse in his third 10-print series which is all devotional and in
memory of his wife, Bethel. We will not know what the print is until
Thursday!
We also have some of the artist's prints, "The Fruit We Bear," on sale
for $15.00, and we offer 10% off the regular cost of framing on any of Mr..
Holland's prints if the prints are purchased during his appearance.
While here be sure to register for a framed print of "The Fruit We
Bear" Which will be given away by a drawing at the close of the reception.
Come one, come all, give Ken a warm welcome, see our new gallery
with it's old-fashioned soda fountain and it's new menu in full operation
with sandwiches, ice cream, and drinks being served daily at the...

BLACKFORD HOUSE
GALLERY
Murray,Ky.

418 Main
•
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Personal

The Murray Business
and Professional
Women's Club will meet
Thursday, Sept. 17, at 6
p.m. at the Memorial
Baptist Church parking
lot to go in a group to the
lake cottage of Betty Lou
Hill for a potluck supper.
Each member is to bring a salad, vegetable, or
dessert, according to a
club spokesman who
urges all members to
attend.
The Murray B&PW
Club, along with the
Emblem Club of Mayfield
and the Paducah Club
were hosts for a joint
meeting recently of the
B&PW Clubs in District I
held at the Holiday Inn in
Mayfield.
Mary Ray Oaken of
Cadiz, past president of
the Kentucky Federation
of P&PW Clubs, was the
guest speaker. Special
music was by Cecelia
Howard.
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Alpha Mu Chapter..

Community Events Are Listed •
Thursday,Sept. 17
Murray &WNW and
Professional Women's
Club members will meet
at6 p.m. at the Memorial
collegiate sorority whose Baptist Church parking
purpose is "T9 *unite v lot togo-ae
irte4he
women throughout the lake cottage of Betty Lou
world in a dedicated pur- Hill for a potluck supper.
suit of excellence Each member is to bring
resulting in self- a salad, vegetable, or
fulfillment and mean- dessert.
inghd service to others:"
Women who would like to
Home Department of
join this service sorority Murray Woman's Club
are invited to attend the will meet at 2 p.m. akthe
Thursday meeting or call club house with all senior
Rita Cummings 489-2713, citizens as special guests.
Barb Witte 489-2'773 or
any other member of the
Twin Lakes Antique
Alpha Mu chapter.
Car Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant, Draffenville.

Thursday,Sept.17
'MAW$ot IS
Knights of Columbus
Men's Stag Night will will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
be held at 5:30 p.m. with the Parrish Center, St. Centers will be open from
Gene McCutcheon, Larry Leo's Catholic Church.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acContri, Bill Holt, -and
tivities
by the Senior
Scott Seiber in charge of Ladies luncheon for the Citizens with lunch at
Jim
Wilson
Crusade
will
the arrangements.
be held at 12 noon at the Hazel at 11:48 a.m.and at
Douglasat 12noas.
First Baptist Church.
Thursday,Sept. 17

ListsService Projects
Mu chapter of
Epsilon
igtn Sigma Alpha
selected St. Jude's
Children's Hospital,
Westview Nursing Home,
Parents Anonymous,
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, Murray
Comprehensive-Care
Center and Fern Terrace
Lodge as its primary service projects at the Sept.
3rd meeting.
Barb Witte, vicepresident presided in the
absence of president Rita
Cummings. Nine
members and one visitor,
Janice Tucker, were present.
It was reported that the
benefit tractor pull held
in August for St. Jude
cleared $1650, which will
be part of the group's con-

tribution to the
children's research hospital that serves this
area.
A list of patients in
Westview and Fern Terrace who receive few
visitors was circulated
and individual ESA
members selected patients to "adopt" by
visiting, sending cards or
letters,and remembering
them on special occasions.
Members of ESA will
provide refreshments for
the children of members
of Parents Anonymous
for their weekly counseling sessions.
Parties will be given
for the members of the
nursing home and`the
Comprehensive-Care

Center; gifts for the patients._ of the pediatrica
ward of Murray Calloway County
Hospital will be furnished
and members of ESA will
give blood to the local
blood bank.
The next meeting will
be a "rush" social to be
held Thursday, Sept.
17th, at 7.10 p.m., at the
home of Hazel Cowin,
16508 Story Avenue.
Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International is a non-

Regional Meet Will
Be Held Sept. 17
PADUCAH, Ky. — The
Honorable Allyn Tatum,
president of the National
Council of Community

Camper's Fair-Planned
GOLDEN POND, Ky.
— The eighth annual
Camper's Fair mill be
held Sept. 18-20 at Piney
Campground on the
southern end of TVA's
Land Between The Lakes
near Dover,Tennessee.
Programs will begin
Friday night and
conclude Sunday
afternoon. Activities for

At Piney, LBL

the entire family will be
provided throughout the
weekend.
Highlighting the
schedule are a Youth
Beach Party, checker
tournament, washer toss,
shuffleboard and
horseshoes,
demonstrations in
candlemaking and
honeysuckle baskets, a
pet show, white elephant

Married 35 Years
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Washburn of Sedalia Route 1
*ill celebrate their 435th wedding anniversary on
Sunday, Sept. 20, with an open house at their home
from 2to 4 p.m.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
The couple was married Sept. 21, 1946, at Murray by
the Rev. William McKinney. Their witnesses were
Edith McKinney and R. D. Dowdy. Mrs. Washburn is
the former Notie Bell Parker, daughter of the late
Robert Parker and Vadie Dixon Parker. Mr.
Washburn, the son of the late Naldie Washburn and
Terri Ramsey Washburn, is a retired farmer and
veteran of World War IL
Their five sons are Naldie Lee,Ira Thomas,George
Danny, William Thanel, and Ernest Larry Washburn,
and their one daughter 1.1 Mrs. Eva Herman Olswing.
Their four grandchildren are Eva Fay and Elmo Lee
Washburn,Ricky Hobbs,and Larry Lee Washburn.
IF"ii 4-1.11 or + w "IF
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rib"

We are pleased
to announce that
Janie Flora,
bride-elect of
Terry Ellis has
chosen her
china, flatware,
crystal, and accessories from
our our complete
bridal registry.
Janie and
Terry will be
married Oct.
10th.

The Showcase
.75341661
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FREE
MONOGRAM
OFFER
FROM MINN ENS!
Hurry'

bingo, crazy relays and
games for kids and an
1850's Play Party.
Musical entertainment
will be provided by the
Retiree Band, Janice
Linn, Larry and Lila Knie
and Bluegrass and
Company.
A performance by
ventriloquist Jeff Byars,
Benton,a square dance,a
puppet show by the
Memorial Baptist
Puppeteers, Murray, and
Camper's Grits and Grins
will also be featured
during the weekend.
A recreational vehicle
display and flea market
will be held Saturday and
Sunday. Only campers
registered at Piney may
sell goods in the flea
market.
The general public is
invited to attend
Camper's Fair during
open house on Saturday,
Sept. 19, from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m., and on Sunday,
Sept. 20, from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. No visitor fees will
be charged on Saturday
and Sunday.
This eighth annual
Camper's Fair is
sponsord by the Kentucky
and Tennessee National
Campers and Hikers
Association (NCHA)
Clubs, the Kentucky and
Tennessee Good Sam
Clubs, the Land Between
The Lakes Area Ministry,
the Western Kentucky
Rcreational Vehicle
Dealers Association
(RVDA), the Kentucky
Coachmen Clubs and
TVA-Land Between The
Lakes.
For more information
on the Camper's Fair
contact TVA's Land
Between The Lakes,(502)
924-5602.

Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
• Mental Health Centers, Eastern Star will meet at
will be the featured 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
speaker at the 1981 hall.
Annual Meeting of the
Murray Women of the
Western Kentucky
Regional Mental Health- Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
Mental Retardation at the lodge hall.
Board,Inc.,Sept. 17.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
Tatum, Jacksonville, of Beta Sigma Phi wW
Ark., is a graduate of the meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
University of Arkansas. Ellis Community Center.
He is an attorney and
currently serves as a
Alpha Mu Chapter of
commissioner of the Epsilon Sigma Alpha will
Arkansas Workers' have a "rush" social at
Compensation the home of Hazel Cowin,
Commission. A board 1508 Story Avenue,at 7:30
member and past p.m.
chairman of the board of
the North Central
Calloway County
Arkansas Mental Health
Athletic Boosters will
Center, Tatum has sponsor a
"Beat Lone
served in many other
Oak Bon Fire" at 8 p.m.
health-related activities
in the Calloway County
throughout Arkansas,
High School parking lot.
including serving as a
member of the State
Senior Citizens centers
Health Coordinating
Council and a member of will be open as follows:
the board of directors of Hazel and Douglas from
Delta Hills Health 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
Systems Agency and the from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m.
Arkansas Health Systems
Foundation.
The annual dinner
meeting of the Regional
Board will be held at
Dainron's Smorgasbord
Restaurant on Route 60
between Kevil and La
Center beginning at 7:30
p.m. In addition to
electing officers for the
new year, the Regional
Board will honor several
citizens from western
Kentucky for their
community service
activities.
The public is invited to •
attend this meeting and
reservations may be
made by contacting the
Board's Community
Relations office at 4427121 in Paducah. The cost
for the dinner reservation
is $5.50 per person.

Offer Ends Sunday

pt 20 1981

Garland Shetland Sweaters 14.50
Button-down Oxford Shirts 11.00

BUY ANY TWO,
MINN ENS WILL
MONOGRAM ONE FREE!
Garland's washableCicrylic shetland sweaters-crew neck and vneck- orig. $17, on sale 14.50. Button-down oxford shirts, orig.
$16, on sole 11.00. BUY ANY TWO, MINNENS WILL
MONOGRAM ONE FREE. Choose from 10 sweater colors. . 5
shirt colors. There is No Charge for layway at Minnens.

Layaway
Mastercard
Visa

-s

z
BEL AIR CENTER ..OLYMPIC PLAZA

Shop Daily 10-9, Sunday 1-5

Personal
PADUCAH PATIENT
Charles Clayton of
Murray has been
dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

GRAND OPENING
of Murray's new

HEAD QUARTERS
Celebration from Sept.15 thru Sept. 29
and set.% ice could lw better, but it's
because we'll hate more accommodating.
professional stylists to keep your hair in
..hapc With professional products like
Hedkin. La Mar. KMS.and ihirmack. Let
our ‘ersatile staff iw your head coga'
sultant..

Head Quarters has moted to 715 South
Twelfth Street. The new Head Quarters is
much roomier with a larger staff to MCI,I`
your entire family's hair-cart- needp. e‘en
the head Of the house.
We're not just bigger. we're better. It
seems impossible that our atmosphere
—
Nand pick your Christmas
diamonds now from our
gigantic 5store inventory.'
Sefton clusters,sets,
solitaires, wedding bonds,
pendants,and earrings
Huge discounts and o
free bonus gift

HERE IS YOUR
BONUS GIFT
A 14K Gold Diamond
Rick Brown

FLOATING HEART

Vickie Beadles

Tammy Houchia

Debbie Stogner

Pat Miller

Bob Stogner,Owner

Come in and meet our talented staff.
Register in the big drawing for cash and prizes.
Register during our celebration and you may be one of the big winners of:

Wish Any Diamond Purchase
or Layaway of $200 or More

$100 FIRST PRIZE.
$50 SECOND PRIZE
S25 THIRD PRIZE
CURLING IRONS

MIT INAAIONOIS

nom TESTED

STY LING DRYERS
STYLING BRUSHES
SHAM POO,CUT& STYLE
Drawing hill lw conducted on Saturday.
blither 1. lie sore t lour name is in the Imm.

POO(4444

poot,

,
Pelt04.0

Charge it
Or Lamm
' MOW Fee
Mistimes

MA We

(;rand Opening Sepcial: PERM only $23.50 Meg.$441)
Special prier will be bonneed through September 29, 11111
•

Head uarte
VVhere you get selective service

715South10110411W

-

,
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Storey's

IFC3C31:1
GIANT

irrr

Don't Worry Murray...
We Will Not
Be Undersold!
Noose Owned
I Operated
Bel Air
Shopping Oentor
!away Ml South

Prices Good
Weds. 9-16
thru
Tues. 9-22

Steno Nears:
te 11 p.m.
Everyday

Cr.Z)

ARA
laq's

—

REG. $1.29
8 OZ. BAG

PAR KAY
keN

cit44

FRITO LAY

PARLAY

MARGARINE

RC COLA
DIET RITE OR
NEW.v.100

1 LB. QTRS.

.2

POTATO CHIPS

PUREX
LAUNDRY DETERGENT
42 OZ. GIANT SIZE

89'

160z.

PSI

Limit One Per Family
With $10.00 Additioaal Order
Exchitrosig Tobacco & Dairy Predicts

1 39

98'

PLAIN, BM,RUFFLE

(Limit Two Please)

TOTINO' S FROZEN

PIZZAS
$1 19
MORTON BUFFET

DINNERS
LIMITED VARITIES

2 LB.

$1 69

MORTON FRIED

CHICKEN

2 LB.$279

GENERIC

LEMONADE

120i.494

SCOT LAD FRENCH

FRIES

2L1.994

LYNN GROVE
GRADE

IT,
Bli
law
FO
Ci

FLAV-0-RICII REAL

BUTTER

1 LB

$1 99

FLAY 0 RICH PURE

ORANGE JUICE GAL.$239

NEW

Cl
CI

CREAM CHEESE.soz.884
r
COUPON
Limit One Per family

ALL

COUPON
limtit One Per Family
Airtometk
Dishwasher

Latmilry Despot

157 ot.SAP9
Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 9-22-81

Slit.

COUPON

COUPON

limit One Per Family

limit One Per Family
Lifebooy
Bar

Dove
ler
Soap

All
$'I 99

, Good Only At Storeys
Exp. 9-22-81
4
.
4

3.

lel She

Soap
wish.

2/994

3/$1 29

Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 9-22-81

Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 9-22-81

COUPON

COU
Limit One or Family

Limit One Par Family
Log Caida

Syrup
$139
24.i.
I

340t.

Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 9-22-C1

Good Only At Stony's
Exp.9-2241
4E,

•14 4.11,41,

COLORED

1111 MI 1(It ‘1 1%, I I Im,11( a I Olt ••• V.111111,4LIN

.4111111110f r

It,

1 48I

CHOICE

/
1 4 LOIN

R06171:IIIEEAK
89

PORK CHOPS

$1

$ 1 39

LB

LB.

USDA 'CHOICE BONELESS
SIRLOIN TIP

CARVE MASTER JR. BONELESS

STEAK
$239

HAM

1 99
3 LB. BAG

YELLOW ONIONS
•

89!
20 LB. BAG

RED POTATOES
1 99
•

BAKERY

ITALIAN

DELI

79
49
39

4

BREAD

LOAF

NEW Ma
FORREST

4

CAKE

SLICE

NEW
CHEESE

4

CAKE

SLICE

,••

ED PAPER

SUNKIST

COLE
SLAW

LB

99' LEMONS

12.994

FIELD
BOLOGNA

LI $ 1 59

HAM
SALAD

V2 LB $1 09

L, 794

RED GRAPES
L..794 ;PILES

LEAF LETTUCE

3

$1

00

CABBAGE

BELL PEPPERS

499'

DAMSON PLUMS

2 ms

eft-,0.411.

.1 ..•-°

99

.-•

UNE
:
I
F a;
e
Pft

• -•

2 LBS. EC:9
1
9
84
4

••• Pr 10

.41.‘

s-

- s•

-

- s • .•
s ••
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()pinion Rigs_

Looking Back •
smissignsomilimm
Jo I ears Ago
Seventeen indictments were
returned by the Grand Jury in its
report to the Calloway Circuit
Court this morning. Judge James
M. Lassiter is the presiding judge.
Deaths reported include Marvin
H. Winchester,76.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Wyatt of
Kirksey Route 1, Backersburg
community, will celebrate their
68th wedding anniversary on Sept.
19 with a basket dinner at their
home. They were married Oct. 24,
1903.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Henry
Stahler, III, Sept. 12, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Thweatt,

Reakan Scrambling
After Budget Cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan's decision to
trim $13 billion from planned
increases in military spending
may have sounded familiar. It
was proposed by the Democratic
majority on the House Budget
Committee last spring.
Faced with such a suggestion,
Reagan said the money was
"required to restore America's
national security."
Now, though, the president is
asking the House and the Senate to
cut just that amount.
The president's chief
spokesman, David R. Gergen,
announced $13 billion would be cut
from anticipated military
spending increases over three
years. The 1982 share was $2
'billion, about 2 percent.
That, Reagan said, "is all that
could be asked" of the Pentagon,
which he said has been treated
like "the poor relative."
The administration is
scrambling to present a balanced
budget.
Cuts will have to come from
elsewhere.
There is talk about cutting the
nutritional requirements of school

ABM T THIS PAGE:
Editorials, ..olumns and other
opinionated articles on this pace are
presented for the purpose of
providini2, a forum for the free
ey(hauce of (interim: opinions
We at The Niurra
&
Tunes stroncl). believe that to !mut
rinieuciated arto les to ink those
parallel the editorial
which
philsipIs 4 this newspaper iAoulti
I'' a
t
at readers
rherefnre
enenuraLei fir
a ft it •:ot ac,ree aifh
ethtnrial
stand ir the :deas presented t) an
111(il1t,!tht ‘Artter , n a ,,,jumr, or
othel
:C. r respord with ',hi If
fet.Pnr, Ii the partt, u,ar issues
beln.:. Ws, usseO a,th a letter to the
editor
B!, the •alnt. token :f an 1•`• US' has
not beer. discussed on thn pa::,e and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention (if the eerier ril public
we a -L...one a letter to the editor or
an author If arto le .,FL a hatev.q- that
tupi
I. ht be

lunches: four ounces of milk,
instead of six, calling ketchup a
vegetable and jelly a fruit.
The Reagan White House,abuzz
since the president returned from
his California vacation, offers a
variety of images now that it has
come back to life.
It tries to look tough cutting the
Sege13.
first professional rodeo by
budget. "Meatax," said Nevada
the Murray-Calloway County
Republican Paul Laxalt,
Jaycees will be held Sept. 17 and
Reagan's best friend in the
18 at the Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Senate, as he was asked if the cuts
will be made.
Yearsmurraycity
The wholesale slashing Reagan
The Murray
apcould
with a ycou know
what bugs me about sending my kid to a $12,000
sharpened
accompl
implemen
ishwoul
t
d send
a year business proved a recommendation of the
Natural Gas committee of the
a signal to Wall Street, most school? Realizing I'm probably learning more
about financing than he is!" council to lower the natural
gas
jittery about the president's
rates in the city Murray. Jack
resolve to reduce budget deficits.
Bryan is superinlendent of the
But word that the president
Murray Gas System.
would not touch entitlement
Randy Patterson, a member of
programs, which account for 56
the
Calloway County 4-H Teenage
percent of federal spending
Club, won the Kentucky 4-H
through Social Security, food
Dear Editor:
bringing new industry to our have moved to the downtown area Speech Event held at the Kenstamps, unemployment and other
The Murray Downtown community. We are working with and buildings do not stay vacant tucky State Fair..
social assistance programs,sends
Births reported It the Murray
Merchants Association would like the City Beautification committe
another signal — to jittery lowe like they did years ago. Through
to express our sympathy and and community volunteers for the the cooperation of our downtown Hospitla include a girl to Mr. and
and middle-income constituents.
Mrs. Alton Collins,
concern of the tragic fire that improvement of Murray — to merchants, we plan to stay
As budget-cutting fever swirled
the and Mrs. Walter a boy to Mr.
destroyed the Murray Ledger & beautify the downtown area so most vital and strongest
Edwards, a boy
around the White House and
area in to Mr. and
Times building. We are extremely that all Murrayans can be proud.
Mrs. Willis F. PritCapitol Hill earlier this week, it
Murray.
pleased with the hard work that
became more and more difficult
The downtown merchants are
Mr. Apperson, certainly no one chett, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Glen
to determine just what programs the personnel of the Ledger & the backbone when it comes to is more aware than you of the Grogan,a girl to Mr. and Mrs. ErTimes have done in order to financial support of our school need for a healthy business roll Sanert, and a girl to Mr. and
Reagan would touch as he clung to
Mrs. Gerald Phillips.
continue publishing a paper each organizations. Fund
his target of a 1982 budget deficit
raising climate. We all need to work
Lexie Ray of Paris, Tenn.,
day.
of $42.5 billion.
invariably starts in the downtown together. The Murray Downtown
formerly
Mr. Apperson, we are very business area. We contribut
of Murray, will be the
Within an hour or so on Monday,
e to Merchants Association is asking speaker
concerned and disappointed that civic organizations and
at the gospel meeting at
the official word about cutting
support you to reconsider your decision to the
you are considering relocating our local law enforce
Hazel Church of Christ, Sept.
entitlement programs — those for
move the Ledger & Times from
17 to 24.
outside of the downtown area. officials and their organizatment downtown Murray.
which spending is mandated by
The Murray High School Tigers
Since the 1800's the downtown The downtown and other ions.
law — shifted 180 degrees. A day
local
Sincerely,
beat Morganfield 52 to 7 in footmerchants have been merchants played
later, the original opposition to
The
board
of
directors
of the
an
ball.
instrumental in building Murray instrumental role
such cuts was restated, and in
through Murray Downtown Merchants
'into
the state that presently exists. donations and support
force, and the shift seemed to
Associati
on
of
If it were not for the downtown, programs that has
have been made for the sake of
Gary Rowland
helped .build
About 9,000 iieople attended the
there would never have been a one of the finest Universit
appearance.
President
ies in the
one day showing of the electrical
Ledger
Sr
Times.
Deputy press secretary Larry
Country. We recognize the need Fred Workman
exposition brought to Murray by
The downtown merchants have for growth. With planning
Speakes said Reagan had-agreed
and Vice President
the Murray Electric System, acfaced
diversity
before;
the Clinic foresight, we can continue to keep
to look into the entitlement cuts
Virginia Shropshire
cording to E. S. Ferguson,
fire and the moving of the post a strong and healthy business
after his advisers met with Senate
Secretary
superinte
ndent.
office,
but
we have maintained a environment in all areas of our
Republicans seeking such cuts.
Marjorie Crass
Deaths
reported include Sirnm
strong and healthy business city.
It turns out Reagan, according
Treasurer
E. Foster and Mrs. J. H. Churenviron
ment. We "STILL"
to aides, had no interest in
The strength of the downtown
Board Members Pat chill,77.
maintain the strongest business area, even after sufferin
proposing such cuts in 1982.
g McReynolds
Mrs. C. B. Ford of Murray who
economy in our area.
Rather, he did not want to be an
setbacks, such as the loss pf the
Joe Baker Littleton
serves
as district secretary of
When it comes to community Clinic, loss of the post office,
impolite host. The senators were
Tommy Alexander
some
Missionar
y Education and Serinvolvement, the downtown merchants and possibly
coming to visit in the moraing and
Publisher's Note: We will vice, will be chairman of the
the
merchant
s
is
where it starts. We Murray Ledger & Times, continue to look at every option in seminar
he did not want to appear to be
by the Woman's Society
work with the Chamber of continues to be strong. We emerge relation to rebuildin
turning a deaf ear to them betore
g the Ledger of Christian Service of the Paris
Commerc
e on all endeavors and the strongest business district
they presented their case.
& Times.
District of the Methodist Church
are especially interested in Murray. Several new businessein
s
at the First Church at Paris,Tenn.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr.and Mrs. Jay Miller,Sept. 9, a
. Ise
< IOU hisNossbt S.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Thompson, Sept. 9, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Isaiah Jones, Sept. 9, a
Heartline is a service for senior
condition.
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
For further information about
questions and solve problems. If
Tucker, Sept. 5, a girl to Mr. and
wills,
you can consult our
you have a question or a problem
Mrs. Ralph Evans,Sept. 10, and a
"Heartline's Almanac for Older
girl to Mr.and Mrs. David Taylor,
not answered in these columns,
Americans", which not only gives
Sept. 11.
write to Heartline, 114 East
you basic information on wills, but
Tha Murray High School Tigers
Berlin, long a symbol of EastWest Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
also on estates, probate and
45381.
downed the Russellville Panthers
You
will
receive
a
prompt
conflict and a hotbed of opposition
many, many other areas of
13 to 0 in their first football game
to the administration's neutron reply, but you must include a selfinformation of importance to
addresse
of the season.
d,
stamped envelope.
weapon decision.
older Americans. The Almanac is
The most useful replies will be
available for $9.95 by writing
In his speech last Sunday, Haig printed in this column.
Heartline Almanac, 114 East
outlined- the—administration's
HEARTLINE: My wife and I
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 16,
findings but did not directly made out our wills several years
45381. Please allow six weeks for
the 259th day of 1981. There are 106
accuse the Soviets. Nonetheless, ago. Now that they are made and
delivery.
days left in the year.
U.S. scientists briefing reporters legal, is there any reason why we
Today's highlight in history:
at the State Department on should check them periodically? A
alter
liv U
Monday left the clear impression friend says that he reviews his will
In 1673, the Holy Roman
K. Mears
that Moscow was responsible.
each year to see if he needs to
Emperor, Leopold the First,
U.S. officials say there is not make any changes. What sort of
declared war against France.
much the United States can do things should they be checked for?
In 1945, Japan surrendered
about the alleged Soviet activity, L.E.
Hong Kong at the end of World
ANSWER: Yes, a periodic
WASHINGTON (AP) — better than the Democrats. But War II.
even though use of chemical
poisons is barred under check of your will insures that Economists are a patient lot. we've got to show some
In 1967, U.N. Secretary-General
Politicians are not, since their improvements."
international agreement. The everything mentioned in the will is
U Thant called on the United
livelihoods depend on what
officials acknowledge that kept Up-to-date. There may be
Reagan economic advisers States to halt its bombing of North
happens every other year or so at forecast such improvements as an
enforcement provisions are weak. things you want to change that you
Vietnam.
have forgotten, or certain events the polls.
inflation rate of 6.2 percent, down
In 1979, Afghanistan's President
The administration is sharing may warrant a change. The
And Republicans figure that the from current levels approaching
Mohammed Taraki was
Nur
its information with other nations following questions should be
patience of the voters will last 10 percent, by the last three
overthrown in a coup headed by
that have signed the agreement. considered each year, and
only until the next campaign, one months of the election year. The
hard-line Communist Prime
The most the United States van do, changes made if necessary:
year away. Unless President administration forecasts
Minister HafizulLsh Amin.
one official said, is lodge a
1. If you have movedrto another
Reagan's economic plan — the unemployment of 7 percent
Ten years ago: "Look"
complaint with the U.N. Security state, or plan to, then your will chosen centerpiece
toward the end of next year,
magazine announced it would
of
the
Council.
must be checked by an attorney in
Republican administration — slightly lower than the current
fold, due to increased postal costs
the
new state.
produces lower prices and interest rate.
and declining ad revenue.
It will be at the U.N. General
2. If there have been. any
rates, his party will be braced for
They look for a decline in
Five years ago: The Episcopal
Assembly next week that Haig
punishment in the 1982 interest rates, but not at a pace
Church approved the ordination of
will have the first of two meetings changes in the state or federal tax
congressional elections.
that would placate congressional
women as priests and bishops.
with Gromyko. September laws during the year, you should
"I think the typical voter will Republicans, some of whom are
One year ago: South Korean
meetings between the American consult your attorney about the
dissident leader Kim Dae-jung
and Soviet foreign secretaries effects of these changes on the give us more time," said demanding action now. Murray
Republican National Chairman Weidenbaum, chairman of the
was sentenced to death on charges
have been held in that forum for will.
3. If there have been any
Richard Richards. "We're just Council of Economic Advisers,
of attempting to overthrow the
years.
changes that would cause you to
getting started." After all, as said he thinks interest rates
government by force.
add or delete beneficiaries (births Richards noted, Reagan's tax and drop well below double digitswill
Thought For Today: Think
by
Miirray Ledger & Times
or deaths), then you would need to
budget cuts don't even begin the mid-1980s.
wrongly, if you please; but in all
update the will.
taking effect until Oct. I.
I,SPS.1011-- M;
Louis Harris, the pollster and
cases think for yourself. —
Pablisher
4. If your estate has altered any
W alter I. Apperson
That gives Reagan and the political analyst, foresees even
Gotthold Lessing, German
Editor
R Gene !Ai-Cued:lean
during the past year (through
Republicans just about a year to more drastic results in 1982 unless
The Murray LiMser & Times is published
dramatist-critic (1729-1781).
buying or selling of properties) prove that the administration the Reagan administration
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4.
and
Chrmtnias Day. New Years IMY. and Thonkagiv.
then your will needs to be
program will curb inflation and American businessmen produce
WRITE A LETTER
ins by Murray Newspapers Inc ,106 N. 4th
checked.
temper interest rates without 'clear economic progress.
Murray, 14) 41/71 Set OW Class Postage PIA at
Letters to the editor are welcomed
5. Of course, if you change your sending unemployment to
Murray, Ky 4251
"Our current estimate, based on and encouraged. All letters must be
SUBSCRIPTION RAILS In arras served by
mind about any of your
unacceptable levels.
a close and careful reading of the signed by the writer and the writer's
arners. $32) per month. payatde in advance
beneficiaries or the amounts you
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton. Hai "If we haven't turned the polls, is that people will be willing address and phone number must be
clan. Mayfield Sedalia and Famines's. Ky , and
wish to leave each one then the corner, and if the picture is not to give business no longer than
the included for verification. The phone
Pans. Buchanan and Puryear. To 124 34
will must be changed.
Olt
significantly better than it is fall of 1982 to get the American number will not be published.
year. By mail to other destinations, 125 I per
6. If there have been changes in
year
today, we will not do well in IOC," economy's house in order,"
Letters should be typew
t rit=
Member of Assorsated Press Kentucky Press
your family, such as marriges, Richards said. Otherwise, he said, Harris said in a speech at
Yale double-spaced whenever
kasociation and Southern Newspaper Publtehers
deaths, births, divorcs, etc. you
the Republican resurgence of 1980 University.
Amorist=
and should be on topics of general
should check your will.
The Associaud Press is esehasively erititlud to
will be only an aberration and the
He said the voters are willing Interest.
repobbsb Inc„ai news originated by The Murray
However, the best action is to GOP will sink back to pre-Reagan now to give business and
Editors reserve the right to
industry
Ledger & Tenn as well es all other Arnim,
consult
your attorney each year
levels.
a relatively free hand to make the cdndense or reject any letter and
•
TELEPHONE NUWIIIBRK
and go over the will with him. He
Bueusrm Mire
"We can't";ndll Aga and say, scoastay work. Unless that course limit frequent writers.
Clamaried rertj
7$3.imd
will be able to ask you all the 'Hey,give tutimedlor poor,gleees *weeds,he said,there
Address
Masi:.Duppiay Advertised
1111515
necessary questions that apply to another two years," he said."We be a push for directis likely to Editor, The correspondenee to:
CIrculation
TS&111111
Murray Ledger &
federal
IBleses and Spurts Dept
changes and laws in your state so
1$3.1111
have to show we can do better. We• Intervention in the management Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.
that your will is kept in tip-top
don't have to be too good to be of American industry.

g
Council

Letter To The Editor
Merchants Want Newspaper Downtown

Haig, Gromyko Meeting Heartline
Expected To Be Chilly
Superpower Encounter
WASHINGTON (AP) — Next
week's meeting between
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. and Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko is
shaping up as one of the chilliest
superpower encounters since the
bleakest days of the Cold War.
There was never much
expectation that the meeting
would go smoothly but two
developments, both in the first
half of August, ensured that the
session woul4 take place against a
background of mutual hostility
almost without parallel.
The first development was the
American decision to go ahead
with production of neutron
weapons. The Soviets, in One of
their sharpest•attacks on the
Reagan administration, said the
action was "designed to tiring the
world closer to nuclear
catastrophe."
A few days later, the Reagan
administration received
information which officials said
indicated that Laos, Cambodia
and Afghanistan — all closely
allied with the Soviets — have
been using chemical poisons
against armed resistence
movements.
U.S. officials said that
conclusion, described as "100
percent foolproof," went a long
way toward explaining the
gruesome deaths of perhaps
thousands of people in recent
years, particularly in the two
Indochina countries.
The administration long has
suspected Soviet-supplied
chemical poisons, sprayed from
aircraft, were being used in thews
three countries. Now it claims to
have incontrovertible evidence,
based on tests carried out in
Minnesota on plant samples from
Cambodia.
A decision was made to go
public with the information. The
administration could have
delegated a spokesman to release
it, but Haig felt a high-level
disclosure was necessary. He
decided to do the job himself.
And as his forum, he chose West
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Handweaving Exhibit
To Be Displayed
"Accessories for
Interiors," a juried
exhibit of handweaving
by Kentucky members of
the Handweavers Guild
of America, will be on
display in the art gallery
of the new University
Center at Murray State
University, beginning
Sept.
and continuing
through Oct. 19.
An opening reception,
to which the public is invited, also has been
scheduled for Saturday,
Sept. 26, from 5 to 7 p.m.
in the gallery area.
Slides of the eight
preliminary winning
pieces will be sent to
Seattle, Wash., for
jurying to select two
entries from Kentucky
for a national exhibit,
which will be part of the
biennial convention of the
Handweavers Guild of
America. It will be held
July 15-18, 1982, in Seat-

Leys' Drawings At SEMO
Dale Leys, assistant
professor of art at Murray State University, has
a one-man show of his recent drawings on exhibit
at Southeast Missouri
State University in Cape
Girardeau.

tle.
According to Mrs.
Sallie Guy, former
K entucky state
representative and now a
member of the guild's
board of directors, "This
state-wide show will
provide a unique
opportunity for
Kentuckians to see the
high calibre of
contemporary weaving
by our members."

n

If your heat bill has gone from
woodstoves. And we'll help you
"pleasantly plump" to downright
select the Fisher model that's just
fat, you need the Fisher woodstove right for your home.So if your heal
reducing plan. Burning wood means bill has been throwing its weight
that you don't use that expensive around, cut it down
furnace as much, and that saves
to size-with a
you money. As Authorized Fisher
genuine Fisher
Stove Dealers, we'll be glad to show woodstove.
you the complete line of Fisher

VAUGHN SCHOLARSHIP AWARDED-Jill Stewart (right) of
Sedalia
has been awarded the POO Effie and Leonard Vaughn
LEXINGTON, Ky. and the new southwest
Scholarship for the
1981-82 school year at Murray State University. The
(AP)-The University of campus, 1,275; Lexington
scholarship is
presented each year by the Vaughns,shown with Ms. Stewart, to a
Kentucky's system of 13 Technical Institute,
who is training for a career which will benefit the deaf. Ms. student
two-year community 2,450; Madisonville,
Stewart,
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Stewart, is a senior at Murray State with
colleges across the state 1,005; Maysville, 557;
a
major in communications disorders. She has maintained a
is estimating a record Paducah, 1,910;
perfect 4.00
grade point average at Murray State and is active in the National
enrollment this year.
Prestonsburg, 845;
Student
Speech and Hearing Association. The Vaughns, who live in Murray,
Preliminary figures Somerset, 1,084; and
are
well known for their support of a variety of programs and activities
reveal that total Southeast at
at Murray State.
enrollment in the colleges Cumberland,635.
is 20,772 - a 7.9 percent
increase over the official
count of 19,245 last year.
Chestnut Street
This year's official
figures will not be
Murray, Ky.
A free sign language obtain additional Chuck Guthrie at the
complete until early
Murray
State
(502)
762class to teach basic skills information by calling Adult Learning Center at
October.
6971.
All but one college - for communicating with
Hopkinsville - showed deaf people will be
•
enrollment gains this offered at Murray State
University on Wednesday
year.
Enrollment estimates evenings for 12 weeks
are: Ashland, 1,572; beginning Sept. 23.
To meet from 6 to 9
Elizabethtown, 1,987;
Hazard, 333; Henderson, p.m. in Room 341 of the
927; Hopkinsville, 1,077; Special Education
Jefferson Community Building, the non-credit
College, Louisville class is sponsored jointly
;101,1
downtown campus, 5,115; by the Division of Adult
514 pt. lk
173:°:"At
Education of the
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Co. of Morehead has been
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01USE Vii!j
awarded a ;569,750 interested person 16
couP°
contract by the state to years of age or older.
oss
make repairs to the dam Interested persons should
C
at Kincaid Lake State enroll before or no later
Park in Pendleton than the first class
meeting.
County.
L eah Hart, a
The height of the dam
will be raised and a rehabilitation counselor,
tv
spillway will be widened. will teach the class.
1/0101.Stt
Work is supposed to be
Anyone who is
••
:too
riler
\
o\‘
finished next March.
interested may enroll or

r-

•

9:3:-,esrtPec
COP.•,\Ist

Osh, ‘i•

requirements 'for the
Bachelor of Music degree
in piano performance for
graduation with summa
cum laude honors. She is
currently employed by
the Blair School of Music
at Vanderbilt University
as the staff assistant to
the director of
development and public
relations.
Her parents are Mr.
and Mrs. William L.
Baggett, Paducah.
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Start saving money today, swain heaters are over 99% ett.
cent and designed to be easily carried-anywhere Tom down the
thermostat from 72 to 6?. and yOu can lower i he costs ol your
central rteatT)g system by as much as 30% lower or to 55' and
you can save even more' Then use an Aladdin neater to warm the
area you ran for just pennies per hour
Every Aladdin healer's manufactured under the strictest dually control standards in the industry No smoke no odor absolutely
no installation necessary Automatic highting - no matches
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Sign Language Class To Begin

CUTS
ne HEATING
COSTS

••

A faculty member at
His work has won
Murray State since 1977,
Leys earned the M.F.A. awards in several
and M..A. degrees at the drawing competitions.

Put your heat bill on a diet.

Record Enrollment
Seen For School

Cynthia Baggett,
Paducah, will present her
senior piano recital at
Murray State University
Thursday,Sept. 17.
Her program, to begin
at 8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
will include works by
Bach, ChOpin, Ben-Haim
and Ravel. It is open to
the public at no
admission charge.
With her recital,
Baggett is completing

3

University of Wisconsin
and the B.F.A. degree at
the Layton School of Art
and Design in Milwaukee.

Entries, she said, will
range from wall hangings
to pillows, from table
linens to bedspreads and
blankets, and with many
of the pieces offered for
sale.
Kentucky has an
unbroken tradition since
the colonial era in
spinning and weaving,
Mrs. Guy pointed out, so
that such an exhibit is
particularly appropriate
for the state.

Cynthia Baggett
To Give Senior Recital

6

His show began Sept. 14
and will continue through
Oct. 4.
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DEATHS & FUNERALS
Final Rites
Funeral Is
Mrs. Glentzer
Today For
Thursday For Dies; Sister
Mrs. Lowman Mrs. Manning Local Woman
The funeral for Mrs.

P.-- •

Large Land Auction Set In Trigg County

Ope of the largest a total of 1,167 acres in
private land auctions various parcels at five
ever held in the United separate auctions.
States is being
The land is owned by
Word has been received coordinated by Lowe's Koppers Company,
Funeral ...services for
Ploy J. Lewman of 1717
of the death of Mrs. Lee
Keenland, Murray, will Mrs. Neva Manning will Martha) Glentzer, sister Executive Auction Pittsburgh, which is
t
be held today at 3 p.m. at be held Thursday at 1 of Mrs. Robert Moyer of Services. Lowe's will sell liquidating some excess
p.m.
at
the
chapel
of
the
the First United
Murray, who died
Methodist Church, Blalock -Coleman Tuesday in Denver,Colo.
Murray, with the Rev. Funeral Home with the Mrs. Glentzer,a retired
Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Rev. Erre!Carter and the elementary- school
Jr., cind the Rev. Jimmy Rev. Elmer Hughes teacher from Portland,
Stubbs officiating and • officiating. Music will be Ind., was vacationing
Mrs. R. W. Farrell as a duet by Leonard near Drake, Colo., at the
The new Federal
WASHINGTON(AP)—
Dunaway and Loma
organist.
time of her death. She The nation's industrial Reserve report on
Serving as pallbearers Borders with Mrs. Carl
was the daughter of the production fell 0.4 production said "most of
will be Dr. Thomas Usrey as organist.
Burial will follow in the late Mr. and Mrs. Walter percent in August, the the August decline was
Green, Dr. Eldon
H. Stuckey of biggest decline in more due to a reduction in the
Heathcott, Kim Puckett, Mt. Cannel Cemetery.
Bloomington,Ind.
than a year, with output of autos, trucks
Friends
may
call
at
the
Billington,
Bob
Mason
survived
by
her
She
is
decreases in auto' and parts."
Watts,and Ralph Mathis. funeral home.
husband, Lee G. production leading the
"Declines also
Mrs.
Manning,
74,
Burial will follow in the
Cave Hill Cemetery in Benton Route 3, Kirksey Glentzer, Portland, Ind.; way,the Federal Reserve occurred in the output of
one daughter, Mrs. Joe Board reported today.
home goods, construction
Louisville with graveside community, died (Jan)
Jameson, Muncie,
The report was in line supplies and materials,"
rites there on Thursday Tuesday at 1:30 a.m. at
the Baptist Central Ind.; one son, Dr. with other recent although equipment
at 1 p.m.
William A. Glentzer, government statistics production continued to
The Blalock-Coleman Hospital, Memphis,
Franklin,
Ind.
showing that the advance,it said.
Tenn.
Her
husband,
Funeral Home is in
Also surviving are one economy was lagging, or
Overall production had
charge of the Claude Manning, died
sister,
Mrs.
Robert
fallen
a bare 0.1 percent
declining,
as
even
July
21, 1961. A member
arrangements.
(Mary) Moyer, Murray; summer neared an end.
in February and April of
Mrs. Lewman, 76, died of the Locust Grove
one brother, William
The Commerce this year — the only two
Tuesday at 12:15 a.m. at Church of the Nazarene,
Stuckey, Bedford Ind.; Department had reported months to register a
she
was
born
April
25,
her home.
four grandchildren; five on Monday that business decline until August —
She is survived by three 1907, in Calloway County
nieces and nephews inventories had begun and the latest decline was
to
the
late
Sid
Johnson
sisters, Mrs. Jessie
including
Mrs. Joe piling up faster in July, the largest since the 0.8
Shoemaker, Murray, and Mae Waters Johnson.
(Suzanne)
Keeslar
of an indication that factory percent decrease in July
Survivors
are
one
Mrs. Eula Lancaster,
Murray.
operators would soon cut 1980, at the end of last
Cadiz and Mrs. Alice daughter, Mrs. Claudine
services
will
Funeral
back production and year's recession.
Nichols,
Murray; one
Brillhart, Southfield,
be held Friday at perhaps lay off some
Output had risen 0.3
Mich.; one brother, L. A. son, Eugene Manning,
Portland,
Ind.
percent
in July of this
workers.
Benton Route 3; step
Johnston,Paducah.
daughter, Mrs. Mary
Darnell, Detroit, Mich.;
two sisters, Mrs. Bill
(Rubena) Hill, Hickory
and Mrs. Bud (Maudina)
Palmer, Mayfield; one
Frederick Babcock of brother, Robert Johnson,
LEXINGTON, Ky.
-Brown told Lexington (if elected.)
Murray Route 5, Mayfield; four
"And we've done it.
Lakeway Shores, died grandchildren; two great (AP) — Gov. John Y. Kiwanis Club members
Brown Jr. told a that "I may never run Chapter and verse.
Monday at 8:50 p.m. at grandchildren.
Lexington' civic club again; I may never be Exactly like we said it.
the St. Thomas Hospital,
Tuesday that he's "not elected again; but I'm Now if people don't
Nashville, Tenn. He was
motivated to go out and free" to continue to make appreciate it, I'll be
66 years of age.
sell" the succession decisions without disappointed in our
. Mr. Babcock was a
amendment.
considering their political political system."
retired supervisor of the
"To
tell
you
the
truth,"
Aides to the governor
effects.
McDonald Douglas
Johnie Alton (Pete)
He said he didn't feel have said privately that
Aircraft in St. Louis, Mo. Shaw died Tuesday at the said Brown,"I don't even
He has resided at Memorial Hospital, feel like campaigning for like campaigning for the Brown has not seemed
amendment because in eager to take up a fight
Lakeway Shores for the Clarksville, Tenn. He was it."
On Nov. 3, Kentucky his 1979 campaign for for the succession
past seven years. Born 88 years of age and a
Dec. 25, 1914, in Missouri, resident of Clarksville, voters will decide governor "I loaned a amendment. However,
whether to amend the great deal of money to his administration has
he was the son of the late Tenn.
state
constitution to allow advertise what I was commissioned a poll to
George A. Babcock and
A retired employee of
Orrel Emrneretta Clover the Corps of Engineers, the governor, county going to do, and I spent determine how much of a
Babcock.
he was born July 17,J893, sheriffs and other six months of my life campaign would be
He is survived by his in Trigg County to the statewide elected going into every corner of needed to ensure the
wife, Mrs. Erlene Smith late Thomas Shaw and officials to seek the state telling them amendment's adoption.
re-election.
what we were going to do
At a press conference
Babcock, Murray Route Cora Ross Shaw.
in Louisville earlier
5; one daughter, Mrs. He is survived by his
Tuesday, Brown said he
Robert (Donna Lee) wife, Mrs. Ora Tucker
thought the amendment
Azinger, Farmington, Shaw; four daughters,
question would probably
Mo.; one son, Wayne Mrs, Marcine Smith,
fare better with less
Babcock, Edwardsville, Escanaba, Mich., Mrs.
publicity.
Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Crystal Shaw,
He described those
Emma Lucas, Little Clarksville, Tenn., Mrs.
Several stuaents have Beach, Fla., program
Rock, Ark.; one brother, Geneva Jones, Pee Dee, been elected to key chairman; Mary Ann opposing -the amendment
Foster Babcock, and Mrs. Mary Bell positions at Murray State Roberts, Murray, ticket as "the ones running for
Paragould, Ark.; 10 McCord, Hickory Point, University for the 1982 chairman; Dana government (office) and
grandchildren.
Tenn.; two sisters, Miss "Campus Lights" student Scaglione, Beaufort, S. those who haven't been
Docie Shaw and Miss musical production C., copyist; Jeff Dycus, part of it for a number of
Hazel Shaw, Hardin; 33 scheduled Feb. 11-14 in Clarksville, Tenn., years."
Meanwhile, a
grandchildren; 62 great Lovett Auditorium on the properties chairman;
and Michael McClure,. bipartisan group called
grandchildren; six great campus.
The Committee for
great grandchildren.
In a joint meeting of Bardstown, bookkeeper.
CATLETTSBURG, Ky.
The funeral will be held Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma
Proceeds from Kentucky has been
(AP) — Members of Thursday at 10 a.m. at Alpha Iota music. "Campus Lights"---are organized to lead
Local 7047 of the United the Memorial Chapel of fraternities, sponsors of used each year to provide opposition to the
Steelworkers Union have the Anglin Funeral the annual show, the scholarship money for succession amendment to
failed to reach a contract Home,Dover,Tenn., with following students were incoming music majors the state constitution.
Co-chairmen are
with the Calgon Corp.'s the Rev. Marvin Hines elected:
at Murray State. The
plant in Catlettsburg.
officiating. Grandsons
Monte B. Carroll, show has been written. former Gov. Lawrence
Wetherby of Frankfort, a
Results of Tuesday's will serve as pallbearers Milan, Tenn., publicity performed and directed
Democrat; former US.
vote were not released„... and burial will follow in chairman; Chuck by students since its
Rep. Tim Lee Carter of
Local union president the Downs Cemetery in Bradley, Pompano inception in 1938.
Tompkinsville, a
Jack Allen said he was the Land Between the
Republican; former
not surprised the Lakes.
Morehead
State
rank-and-file voted down
Friends may call at the
University President
the offer.
funeral home,
Adron Doran; state
Senate President Pro
Tern Joe Prather, D-Vine
THE CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS•
MIAMI (A P)
week ivhen that storm Grove; Senate Majority
Hurricane Harvey's weakened and veered Leader John Berry Jr.,
D-New Castle; and
winds were down to 105 south.
Harvey has followed Republican national
mph today, and
LACOSTE'
forecasters said it would the same general committeeman Larry
weaken further as it direction as hurricanes Forgy of Lexington.
Berry and Forgy and
heads toward the colder Floyd, Dennis,Emily and
Atlantic waters east of Gert. The four all state Rep. Dolly McNutt,
the resort island of reached the western , D-Paducah, were
Atlantic or edged into the scheduled to hold a news
Bermuda.
Harvey the strongest Caribbean before turning conference today in
storm at the halfway north and curving toward Frankfort to discuss the
IShirts-Sweaters-Accessories1
committee's plans.
point of the 1981 Atlantic the east.
hurricane season — had
130 mph winds Tuesday,
Z ZOD 'ZOO combines classic styling with
but lost strength
fabric innovation The outcome is the
LACOSTE
throughout the night.
IZOO LACOSTE sportshirt with the
aliigator emblem trademark ready
National Hurricane'
for adventure sciortsminded and
Center forecasters still
easier thanever tocare for n Dacron •
called the storm "
Cotton Ana Ste'. S M I XL
dangerous hurricane,"
but said the system was
at
moving over the open
ocean and posed no threat
to land.
At 6 a.m. EDT,Harvey
Don't worry about what to soy. Just make
was centered near
it genuine, simple, sincere. And be
latitude 32.5 north,
o good listener. By your very
longitude
55.0
west,
or
)i
presence you tel the bereaved
about 575 miles east of
Bermuda.
they are not alone in •
The fifth hurricane of
their grief.
the August-throughThe J. H Churchill funeraf Home is backed by 95 years of reliable
October storm season
family service Allow us to hielpefou in yOur time of need
was expected to 'continue
TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR
= tiest at M mph
GENTEEMEN AND LADIES
throughout the day,away
from Bermuda.
Dixieland Center — Murray, Ky.
The island also was
Mon.-Sat. 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
spared the brunt of
753-2411
211 S. 3rd
Tionry Weisr4vrfter
Hurricale Floyd last

Industrial Production Falls
Less Than One Percent

Rites Will
Held For
Mr. Babcock

year.
The new report said,
"Production of consumer
goods declined 1 percent
in August, reflecting a
large reduction in output
of consumer durable
goods" — those expected
to last three years or
more.

Trenholm's Restaurant
is offering you a change of
pace with a

ft

BBQ Chicken Special
On Wed. Nights
For Only $250

Ji

and

Filet of Ky. Lake Catfish
on Fri. and Sat. Nights
Only $300
Come On IrrAnd We Guarantee You'll
See The Changes— No Bull —But Our Sign Is The Same.

RENHOUNS
RESTAURANT'
Homestyle
Cooking at
Reasonable Prices

1206 Chestnut St.

Next To Dixieland Center
Just a short walk from campus
Hrs. 5 a.m.-9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
6 a.m.-2 p.m. Sun.

Bel-Air Decor

•

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642
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SHEPHERDSVILLE,
Ky.(AP) — For the third
consecutive year, the
date auditor's office has
accused Jailer Billy Roy
Shepherd al mishandling
the fees he is paid for
feeding prisoners at the
Bullitt County Jail.
Bullitt Fiscal Court
yesterday ordered
Shepherd to reimburse
the county for $10332 In
fees that a date audit
reported were spent
illegally last year.

The New iAanagement At

MSU Students Named
For Campus Lights

I OD

Jailer Accused
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Governor Not Motivated To Sell
Amendment For Succession

Hurricane Harvey
Winds Subsiding

selected investment,
incense and development
properties nationwide
and is headquartered in
South Saatind.

....... • • ... •.......

'Pete Shaw
Dies; Rites
'Are Thursday

•

parcels of land, some of
which have direct
frontage on Lake
and have dew
potential. AlLlincrrce
have stands of
175 acres are currently
cultivated with corn ana
tobacco. Crop leases and
possession rights are
Included in the sale.
Details about the
properties and specific
sale sites are being
handled locally by Layne
Real Estate &
Auctioneers,Franklin.
The remainder of the
Koppers property is
located in New York,
Virginia, Illinois, Indiana
and Elizabethtown.
Lowe's Executive
Auction Service handles

real estate held by its
Forest ProductaGroup.
Included in the land
deal are 7,600 acres
located on Lake Barkley
in Trigg Co. Thursday,
auctioneers will offer 14
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CHANGE A ROOM TODAY...
t 'THE WALLCOVERINGS WAY!
ROLLS OF DECORATING INSPIRATION

TAKE IT HOME TODAY!
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That Is The Question

To Sugar Ray Or'Hitman'?

FRESHMAN FRENZIES — Murray High School recently elected its 10-girl
freshman cheerleading squad in anticipation of Thursday's season opening
football game between host MRS and Lone Oak at 6:30 p.m. Cheering the ninth
grade gridders on will be (front row from left) Greer Houston, Jeanette
Williams, Lynn Roberts, Leslie Franklin,Sherry Meadows,(back row from left)
Jill Humphreys, Lindy Knight, Alicia Nunnaly, Bekah Brock and Melissa
Tinsley.

TIGER FROSH — Murray High School's freshman football team sees its first
combat this year when they host Lone Oak at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday at the Murray
Middle School field. Squad members are (front row from left) David Randolph,
Ross Bolen, Shawn McClure Dennis Thurmond, Corey Hubbs, Steve Malone,
Chris Franklin,(standing from left) Donald Cronin, Brad Newsome, Joel Latto,
Steve Rutledge, Dwyane Gammons, Quentin Prescott, Ron Kohlenberger, Todd
Ross and coach Mark Brady.

Article Fires Up Lakers;
CCHS Wins In Tr -Meet
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
The power of the press
is a mysterious force at
times - just ask Calloway
County High School cross
country coach Jim Nix.
Saturday CCHS placed
fifth in a six-team meet at
Marshall County and
Monday's story in the
Ledger & Times reported
it as "the worst meet in
four years" for the
Lakers.
"I took that story and
posted it all over school,"
Nix said. "I put it in the
halls and event on the
door to the bus. Then I
read it to the team right
before the meet and I
think I got the message
across."
CCHS dominated the
tri-meet at St. Mary's
Tuesday, grabbing third,
fourth, sixth, seventh and

eighth places to record 28
winning points over St.
Mary's 50 and Crittenden
County's 63.
"After reading and
hearing the article the
kids took a lot of ribbing
around school and it sort
of got their attention,"
Nix said. "I think they
decided to get with it
after that."
Junior co-captain Paul
Vought finished first for
the Lakers, third overall,
with his 17:42 time.
Freshman Barry Knight
was fourth overall with
his 17:47 backed by Mike
Wicker (sixth) and his
18:15, Mike Garrison
(seventh) with his 18:16;
and freshman Ernie
O'Brian brought up the
tail end of the scoring
pack with his eighth place
18:18.
The varsity girls team

recorded a victory as well
although theirs was a
dual meet with St.
Mary's. The Lady Lakers
took the second place spot
and a fourth through
seventh place block to
win 24-37.
Patty Doyle's 12:30
time granted her second
place followed in order by
Andrea Hudgins (13:32),
Kristine Miller (13.33),
Stacy Tulor (13:34) and
StephanieWuest (13:40).
The Laker junior
varsity boys also won
their meet with St.
Mary's with only five
runners competing on the
squad. Mike Harland,
Dean Cooley, Scott Nix,
Mark Charlton and Bryan
Tebbetts collaborated to
beat St. Mary's 15-40.
Thursday CCHS travels
to Fulton City for a 4 p.m.
meet.

MMS Downs South Marshall,
8-6, On 80-Yard TD Pass
Murray Middle School
initiated its football
season in style Tuesday
night by hosting Marshall
County South and
defeating them,8-6.
Marshall faced a fourth
and 12 situation before
the half but a Murray
penalty gave them a first
down with about two
minutes remaining.
Three plays later
Marshall fumbled into
the Murray end zone and
recovered for their only
points of the night.

Murray coach Rick
Fischer said his defense
was the strength of his
team Tuesday while his
offense struggled except
for one scoring play.
Late in the third period
quarterback Jimmy
Brannon hit a streaking
Mark MWer with an 80yard TD bomb. Brannon
then took a quarterback
keeper around the end for
the winning two-point
conversion.
Murray sat on the ball
during the final seconds
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for the win.
"All things considered,
I think we played a pretty
good game overall. We've
stoll got a long way to go,
though," Fisher said.
Tuesday Murray
travels to Benton for a
6:30 p.m. game.

Competition will be m
men's singles and
doubles plus a 35-45
division singles and
doubles setup.
Seeded No. 1 will be
MSU's Mats Ljungrnan
with Illinois State's
Daryl Smith behind him
at No. 2.
By JIM RECTOR
Others to watch for will
Sports Editor
be SIU-Carbondale's Lito
Ampon, Greg Carter of
APSU, MSU's Terge
Persson and Mark
matters worse, in played Saturday and Tulloch of MTSU.
Tuesday's practice, Sunday at the MSU
The tournament is free
junior backup linebacker courts.
to the public.
Tim Bowles broke a
Locals from around
MSU has posted its 1981
finger and will be Western Kentucky along
sidelined for an indefinite with team members from junior varsity football
period of time.
five area schools will be schedule and it includes
two games with VanderAt this rate Murray competing in the 20th
bilt (Tennessee) and a
State may have to change annual event.
pair with Ft. Campbell.
its mascot from the
Along with host Murray
Racers to the Redshirts State will be players from The season's first contest
will be a road trip to Vanand have Violet Cactus Southern Illinois
Oct. 5, followed by a
dy,
replaced with a guy on University-Carbondale,
home stand with the Comcrutches.
Austin Peay State, Middle modores
on Oct. 19.
Tennessee State, and
MSU travels to Ft.
Tournament director Illinois State.
Campbell Nov. 1 then
Bennie Purcell, also the
Play will begin at 8 plays host to the same
men's tennis coach at _p.m. both Saturday and team Nov. 14.
Murray State, announced ..igajnday and continue
today the Kentucky thro ug h out both
Seats are available for
Hardcourts Men's Open afternoons until about 8 the flight with the Murray
Tennis Tourney will be p.m.
State Racer football

Covering
All Fields

NEW YORK (AP) —
First Baseman Eddie
Murray of the Baltimore
Orioles, who hit .423 (11for-26) with a slugging
percentage of .846 and an
on-base percentage of
.483 during the week of
Sept. 7-13, was named
American League Player
of the Week for that
period, and Bill Buckner
of the Chicago Cubs took
the honors in the National
League for the second
time this season.
Murray slugged two
doubles and three home
runs, including his second
grand slam of the season,

"

squad to see the
Youngstown State game
on Saturday.
The cost of the ticket
will include air and
ground travel to and from
the game plus a hotel
room for one night and a
snack meal after the
game.
Anyone interested
should contact Shirley
Reamer at the MSU
athletic office, 762-6181.
The League of
American Wheelman has
designated September as
"Biking Month."
On September 27, the
LAW has sanctioned a
ride and will award
special patches for
quarter, half, metric
century and century
rides. The rides,
sponsored by the
Americanu Diabetes
Association, will take
place at the Murray State
Student Center starting
at 7 a.m. and ending by 7
p.m.
Maps and rest stops
will be provided for a $5
donation. The public is
invited.
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Frank Beamer's had
double success so far this
year as rookie head coach
of the Murray State
Racers, but at the present
rate he may not have a
tam to coach by the
season's end.
Injuries are part of the
game in football, but in
the past few weeks the
Racers have been an
overdose of hard knocks.

HOUSE PAINT PRICES FALL!

First it was defensive
starters Mark Simmons
(linebacker) and then
senior All American
Glenn Jones (defensive
end). Redshirted with
injuries. Jim Dunaway,
another defensive end,
has yet to see action after
three consecutive
injuries have hampered
his return.
After last Saturday's
14-11 road victory over
Florida A&M, another
crew of wounded was
confirmed.
Todd Surber, Jones'
replacement at defensive
end, took a falling
fullback on his
outstretched knee and
will be sidelined for two
weeks with strained
ligaments. Joining him
with the same injury will
be starting fullback Jeff
Tarrence, who was
injured on the opening
kickoff against the
Rattlers.
Replacing Surber will
be Junior Jim Piercefield
of Benton. Senior Tony
Lester has adopted the
starting fullback role.

Fussy?... Choose the Finest!

"PERSONAL PRIDE" ONE COAT
PREMIUM EXTERIOR LATEX

save
$4.00

Reg.
$1199
$15.99
Gal.

'

A truly Superior finish' Handsome looking colors
Tough weather protection (warranted to last 8 years)
Washable — cleans beautifully, resists spots, stains and
fumes One coat coverage saves time. work and paint
(532-6210-6301)
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Better Quality Master Craft

EXTERIOR LATEX WHITE
Reg.
$13.99 "

Acrylic Flat
Latex House
Paint

Save
$3.00

I)
Gal.

Master Craft Colors 911.99 Gal.... Reg. 14.99 Gal.
Applies smooth and easy — dries quick to a durable flat
finish which lasts and lasts Use it on wood, brick, concrete, asphalt, asbestos siding Available in 100's of
custom colors (516112, 531-6104-6138)
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SOFT TOUCH SALE!

Perhaps the most
devastating of the week's
injuries is the loss of
senior linebacker George
Collins, who will be out at
least six weeks with torn
ligaments. And to make

Our Finest for interiors!
LAM RAT ENAMEL
Reg. $1119. Savo

SALE!
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and he compiled 22 total
bases while scoring seven
runs and driving in 10.
Buckner hit .500 last
week, collecting 13 hits in
26 at bats.
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Ray Charles Leonard
or Thomas Hearns?
"Sugar Ray" or "Detroit
Hitrnan?" "Pretty Boy or
Ugly Mug? Dancing
Dazzler or Long-armed
Launcher?
Which will it be
tonight? Will Sugar Ray
be feeling 7-up or hearing
10?
Will Hearns take his
check and run? Or will he
pull a first-time Duran
and turn Leonard's
smiles into tight-lipped
disappointment?
Each of these questions
will be answered in
tonight's welterweight
boxing extravaganza at
Caesar's Palace in Las
Vegas with an estimated
$50 million at stake.
So who's going to win?
Everyone has his own
opinion and at press time
them odds were still
flucuating between even
and slightly in Hearns'
favor. Hearns has a
three-inch height and
four -inch reach
advantage over Leonard,
but many feel if it comes
down to the wire and
Leonard's still breathing
he'll win by decision.
But mark this writer's
limb with a saw tip, as
saying Sugar Ray will
meet his day in .
the
showdown at the Palace.
Hearns will have Leonard
sipping his soft drinks in
the dressing room by the
10th round. I'm going
with Hearns by a
knockout.
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Racer Golf

MSU Invitational Starts Friday
Murray State will
initiate its fall golf
schedule Friday and
Saturday hosting 12
collegiate teams from
throughout the Midwest
in the 17th annual Murray
State Invitational Golf
Tournament at the
Murray Country Club.
Fifty-four holes of
medal play are scheduled
with 36 on Friday and the
remaining 18 the
following morning. Racer
coach Buddy Hewitt calls
the field "very
competitive and well
balanced" with Western
Kentucky, Memphis

State and Southern
Illinois listed as
favorites.
Other teams in the
tournament include
Austin Peay, Eastern
Kentucky, Indiana State,
Middle Tennessee,
Missouri, Evansville, UT
Chattanooga and two
teams representing host
Murray State.
Top individuals in this
year's field include
Kenny Perry of Western
Kentucky, runnerup in
last year's MSU
Invitational, John
Jansco, Jr. of Southern
Illinois and Jeff Smith of

Murray Youth
Soccer Begins
Over 300 youths are currently involved with the
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association which
recently began its season in five divisions. Two
other divisions within the MCCSA will begin play on
Thursday in Hopkinsville where they'll meet teams
from University Heights Academy.
The two divisions travelling to Hopkinsville will
be the boys 12-13 year olds and the 14-18 year olds.
Results in the season openers in each of the other
five divisions are as follows:
5-6 Year Olds
Chiefs 3,Fyers 2
Cogmos 3,Sting 1
Boys 7-9
Sting 3, Rowdies 1
Fury 5,Cosmos0
Girls 7-9
Chiefs 3,Flyers 1
Rowdies0, Red Wings0
Boys 10-11
'Sting 3, Ravens 2
Rowdies 4, Warriors3
Girls 10-13
Kickers 7, Chiefs 0
Aztecs 1, Cosmos 1

SCOREBOARD
arinllti 4, Houston 0
Starnes 3-3, lilisdreal 2-4
PIsladelphia at New Yost, ppd., rain
s
San DiegoL Los Angeles 2
_San Francisco 6, AtJanta 5

Baseball
Standings

AME1UCAN LEAGNE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
SAS!
W L Pd. GB
W L Pd. GB
647 —
22 12
Detroit
11 13
.501
St Louis
.571 24
15
Tart
31
z-New
17 16
515 241
Modred
511 2u,
16
21
Milwaukee
IS
4
471
M
Cheap
If 15
.511 3
.456 44 Baltimore
15 IS
New York
545
15
11
Boston
.417
15 21
Pittsburgh
4115
16 17
Toronto
416 1
13 IS
a-PhiladdMis
472 6
17 IS
Cleveland
IrsiT
WENT
21 13 .131
Hawke
571
31 15
Kansas City
2
.571
z-Lot Meeks
31 IS
16 17
415 3
II 15
SNP 2% 'Oakland
Clacton'
472 34
17 111
II IS
24 lannesota
.5W
Sim Francesco
455 4
IS
15
Tents
'a"
531
Allanta
14
411 6
21
Chicago
316
II 25
See Diego
41111
14 21
Swale
division winner
-364 7
12 21
California
Tuerier Gemsa
wueser
division
1-First-ha1f
PittsburgbI, Chicago 2

Memphis State.
Murray State has
captured four of the 16
tournaments as the
Racers took team titles in
1966, 1970, 1971 and 1974.
Kentucky was the 1980
team champion.
Hewitt will complete
his lineup for his two
entries following final
qualilying this week. The
Racers roster has a

youthful flavor with
seven of his 14-man roster
in their initial year of
collegiate competition.
"Our freshmen are
certainly giving the
upperclassmen a reason
to set up and take
notice," said Hewitt."We
have good potential and I
think we should improve
with ,experience."
Senior Chris Edholm
.has been the most

impressive thus far with
a 70.8 stroke average
through six practice
rounds. A trio of
freshmen, Tom Watson,
Steve Conley and Don
Michael are challenging
for one of the top five
positions along with
seniors Brad Boyd and
John Wedell, junior Lynn
Sullivan and sophomores
Ron Overton and Tom
Casper.
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Murray Invited To Kentucky
Invitational Soccer Tourney
University Heights
Academy of Hopkinsville
will host the first
Southwestern Kentucky
Invitational Soccer
Tournament September
25 and 26.
Soccer teams from
Murray, Paducah, Fort
Campbell, Bowling
Green, Hopkinsville, and
the hot school will
compete in the single
ellinintion tournament.
Drawing for the event is
set for 3:30 p.m.
Thursday at the
University Heights
Academy Athletic Office,
according to the UHA
athletic Director Carol
Christian.
The tournament is the
first to be held in the
southwestern Kentucky
region, where soccer has
grown in recent years.
Previous Kentucky
soccer tournaments have
V
been played .in the
Lexington-LbUisville
areas where most of the
commonwealth's soccer
teams were
concentrated.
Play for the
Southwestern Kentucky
Invitational opens at 4:30
p.m. Friday with
simultaneous games on
University Heights' twofield tournament site.
Games continue at 10:00
a.m. Saturday when
Friday's winners
compete on one field and
the twok remaining
teams play on the other.
Tournament finals take
place at 2:00 p.m.
Saturday. Trophies will
go to the tourney winners
and the runner up. PepsiCola will award free
soccer bals to the six

participating teams.
General admission to
the tournament will be
$1.00 each for all
spectators, including
students and adults.
Limited seating and
snack concessions will be
available at each field.
In case of rain the
tournament will go as
scheduled according to
the tournament plans.
Play will be delayed only
in the case of lightning.
Play for the
tournament will be
governed by the 1981-82
National Federation of
State High Schools

A
ci

Association rule book.
Games include two 40
minute halves with 10
minute halftime. Ties
will be resolved by up to
two 5 minute periods. If a
tie remains, the winner
will be determined by a
sudden death shoot-out
with one member of each
team taking five
consecutive penalty kicks
at the other team's goal.

1

University Heights
Acadmy 59 acre campus
is locatd in Northeastern
Hopkinsville about one
fourth mile east of North
Drive near Hopkinsville
Community College.

I

PRETTY PITCHER — Karen Barnhill of Paris, Tenn., takes a practice pitch
from a sand trap at the Paris Country Club. Barnhill, Hostess Princess of the
Paris Jaycee Club Royalty, is boning up for the Jaycee Charity Golf
Tournament, Saturday, Sept. 26. Entries are being accepted in person or by
calling the clubhouse,(901)642-0591. Shotgun starts will be at 8:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m.Ted Todd is the tournament director.
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The entire family can take advantage of this super sport-shoe
special on quality Nike styles until September 19th. They're the
shoes you want for casual wear or outdoor activities. Buy now at
savings you can appreciate

Nike® "Bruin"
Leather uppers, herringbone sole, foam
padded tongue and terry-cloth insole.
2 to 14.
/
White with black stripe. Sizes 51
Seagested Wag $37.95

Nike® "All Court"
Cotton uppers and rubber court sole.
Padded collar, insole and terry lining.
White with light blue stripe.
Suggested Retail $21.95
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Nike® "Blazer"

NEW!
JUMBO BACON
CHEESEBURGER PLATE

White leather hi-top with red trim.
Sizes 3 to 13.
*nested Retail
•
47
641.95
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White leather uppers with light blue
stripe. For the tennis player. Sizes 3 to 13.
.
\NN

Sagpstiod WWI $36.95

Sale

Sale
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$3.95
Take a look at one of our newest, biggest, best-ever
burgers! With melted cheese, sliced tomato and crispy
bacon! Served with golden French fries and fresh cole
slaw. Our new Jumbo Bacon Cheeseburger Plate is a
whole new reason to...

&masted Wall
$21.95
Suggested Retail
$22.95

Sale

Sale

Take Another Look at Jerry's!
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Nike® "Lady Cortez"

Nike® "Curt Canvas"

White leather with electric blue trim.
Sizes 4 to 10.

White Canvas With Light Blue or
Red Trim,Sizes 1-4

,/

1

Seagasted Retail
$38.95
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"Goodfood and good service guaranteed.*
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Chestnut
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SPORTING GOODS
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753-8844

"fret***for thatSPORT in your LIFE"

12th ,Street, Murray, Ky.
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Kentucky Preparing For Ginseng Export Law
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - Kentucky
appears to be getting
✓ eady for an
officially-sanctioned
export market for'- its
ginseng crop.
A subcommittee on
agriculture has approved
a proposed law which
would make the state
officially eligible to
export ginseng.
Kentucky now has no
ginseng law, though
federal officials may
insist on one next year.
The Kentucky Ginseng
Association said the
current export license for
Kentucky ginseng is

based on the assumption
that the state is working
on regulatory controls.
In a meeting Tuesday,
the subcommittee also
killed a proposal which
would have kept the state
fair at Louisville from
being held before Aug. 25
of each year.
The ginseng bill,
discussed but never
offered during the 1980
session, is designed to
boost Kentucky exports
of the plant from an
estimated $3 million to as
much as $10 million
annually.
Chinese and Koreans
are heavy users of

Prime-Time Specials
Run Nose-To-Nose
NEW YORK (AP) Two prime-time specials
ran nose-to-nose for
viewer preference in the
week ending Sept. 13, and
NBC's entry - the Miss
America Pageant helped the struggling
network to its first No. 1
finish since late October,
figures from the A.C.
Nielsen Co.show.
The Miss America
program and CBS'
broadcast of TV's Emmy
• Awards show each
registered ratings of 22.3.
Nielsen says that means
of all the nation's homes
with television, 22.3
percent saw at least part
of each show.
The Miss America
program was broadcast
Saturday night, and the
Emmy show the next
evening. Miss America
had .a greater proportion
of the night's audience45 percent, to 37 for the
Emmy broadcast.
NBC's average rating
for the period - by its
own calculation and CBS'
- was 15.3, compared to
15.1 for ABC and 14.7 for
CBS. The networks say
that means in an average
prime-time minute
during the week, 15.3
percent of the nation's
homes with TV were
tuned to NBC.
ABC,however,does not
include documentaries
and news specials in its

Officials Seize
Marijuana
MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP)
- Officials seized 200
marijuana plants in
McCracken County on
Monday, according to
Kentucky State Police.
Also found was a
quantity of processed
marijuana. The
estimated street value of
that raid was $100,000,
police said.
Arrested and charged
with possession was
Darrell L. Rudd, 25, of
Paducah, police said.
Also charged with
possession, but not jailed
were Glenda Shelton, 28,
of Paducah,and Jenny E.
Piet,24, of Kevil.
A warrant has also
been issued for the arrest
of another person.

calculation of weekly
averages, and by that
measure, NBC and ABC
tied for first place with
15.6 scores.
NBC had scored a
moderate success with a
"White Paper" special
called "America-Black
and White," which
finished 45th, while an
ABC. News "Closeup,"
"The Gene Merchants"
was the week's
lowest-rated program, in
58th place. Neither was
included in the ABC tally.
NBC's "Nightly
News," meanwhile,
finished ahead of the
competition in the week
ending Sept. 13, for the
first time in three years.
ABC's "World News
Tonight" was runnerup,
and CBS' "Evening
News"third.
"Nightly News" last
won the three-way race
outright in the week
ending Sept. 15, 1978,
though it tied for first
with CBS in the week of
April 5-11, 1980.
NBC scored its biggest
victory in 47 weeks with
only two prime-time
shows among the 10
highest-rated, the Miss
America progam tied for
first and the conclusion of
a two-part movie, "The
Best Place to Be," in
third.
CBS, with four shows
among the seven leastwatched, finished last for
the first time since the
week ending May 17.
Here are the week's 10
highest-rated programs:
"Miss America
Pageant," NBC, and
"33rd Annual Emmy
Awards," CBS, both with
ratings of 22.3
representing 18.2 million
homes; Movie-"The Best
Place to Be," Part 11, 20.9
or 17 million, NBC;"Best
of the West" and
"Three's Company,"
both 20.8 or 16.9 million,
both ABC; NFL FootballPittsburgh vs. Miami,
20.5 or 16.7 million, and
NFL Football-San Diego
vs. Cleveland, 19.5 or 15.9
million, both ABC; "60
Minutes," 19.2 or 15.6
million, CBS; "Too Close
for Comfort," 19.1 or 15.5
million, ABC and "M-A-SH," 18.9 or 15.4 million,
CBS.

ginseng for its purported
medicinal properties.
The proposed statute
gives the state
Agriculture Department
power to administer a
program, including a
limited harvesting
season.
It specifies that any
state regulations shall be
no more strict than the
minimum federal
requirements.
The law would forbid
any person from
harvesting wild or
cultivated ginseng on the
land of another without

:MI WM

permission of the
landowner.
Some growers have
complained of thefts of
the plant, which brings asmuch as$120 a pound.
A penalty clausefwould
impose fines ranging
from $25 to $200 for each
offense.
One portion orethe
proposed law
appropriates $10,000 for
each of the next two fiscal
years to carry out the
program, which includes
reimbursing the
University of College of
Agriculture for expenses

incurred in ginseng
research.
Although the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service has
classified ginseng as an
endangered species, UK
agricultural surveys
indicate the amount of
wild ginseng recently has
increased in Kentucky..
The bill which would
have restricted the state
fair dates at Louisville
was opposed by the State
Fair Board, which
maintains that fair
attendance drops
significantly if the event
is held after schools open.

"tow Overheat Meats tor Imes"

We Gladly
Accept Feed Stamps
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Ileaustities

ke & Pedal

Prices Good 9-15 thru 9-23

4 Roll Pkg.

32 oz.

Sweet Sue Chicken

Save 50C
Sunflower

UTO
24 oz. 7
9C

Dumplings
Save 18`
Chicken of the Sea
Lt. Chunk

Flour

Ham

6% oz.99C

Save 16'
Armour Treet Save 38' Luncheon $

Meat

12 oz.

180z.

29

Save 34C

I

Welch's Save 30`

Grape Juice

40 oz $

49

Hyde Pork Pancake

Sunflower

Solo Laundry

Detergent
Crocker hicks

98C

Popcorn

6 Pkgs.

Save 49`

Syrup

Meal
$1 19

640z $2
99

Save 60'

Dinty Moore Beef

5 Lb Bog

Stew

24 oz.$ 11 49

24 oz. 89

Save 30'
Flev.0-Itich Save 30'

Cottage
Cheese

24 oz.$

Sealtest

39

Save 36'
00c
Y2 Gal.
7

Buttermilk

Save 34`

Save 20'

$389

_
Beauty Fluid

Oil of Olay •

4,
Pepsi Cola

4 oz.

Reg.;6.15 Save $2.26
Signal 50` Off 24 oz

Dr. Pepper,7-Up
Mt. Dew

Mouthwash & Gargle
Keg.S3.17 Save $1.31
New 4 Plus 1 Save 20`

Glass Cleaner

39

VI 29

16 Oz.

8 Bottle Ct.
16 Oz.
Save 60`

Old English Lemon Area

Furniture
Polish

1401.89c

Save 10'
se,

NUN

Family Pack
'3 Lb. Of MON*

89c roynd
79C beet
Fresh Lean

2 lb. bog

Leon Tender
Pork

Steak
S1 39

c
16 oz. Bog9
9

Fish Sticks

16oz.

$139

a

19

12 oz.

IFrosty Seas

Lb.
rash Chicken

Field's

Liver

Wieners
$139

99

Lb.

1 Lb. Pig.

Lean Meaty Boston Butt

'Pork
Roast
I
$1

$1 29i

um= m
Reelfoot Sliced
1201. Pkg.

MMMMM
.

Lb.BO94BO9S

Calif.

69`

Nectarines

Lb.

Yellow Ripe

BANANAS
POTATOES

$1 00

Bacon
$1"

-

Field's Boneless

Picnic
$1 49

Chili
Con Carne
C $1
• 29
Mitz
"

ILb.

mil.

Field's

' Smoked
Pork Chop

.. 3 Lb.

•
RA 41 I

c
99

Save 11`
Hormel Chunk

Vb.

753 0388

•

Post Toasties

Corn Flakes

6/
1
2 oz.

When you know bicydes, you want Raleig

ory.

(

98c

Tuna

99

Save 90C

98`

Catsup

WhiteRusset

imgly%gr
.
.

Maim*srlisre
lab
ir
Ctiabgl
issi .
"1"
414.161
atlOrlisam Spada'

Hyde Park Tomato

Carrots

RALEIGH*

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.

Mese hoed Operated
Ilew Sten Rears 7

g•evesu....e.
Fresh Crisp

Dixieland
Center

69' Spec ial For kid'.
Irvoili• I >ming()nl
I 11'11'
(In Mud.

Tissue

SUPER MARKET

Butter Peas

PA

Salad 40` I tlia

Northern Bathroom

Frosty Acres

Spoke Er Pedal

Bri•ad

%•ith

1

French Fries

Our Silver-Tag special.
It's the best deal around
Raleigh quality. Plus
free accessories worth $32.
Come in and see for yourself.
But hurry this offer won't last long.

Onk

M=1=1=11•11.

Garden Delight

Silver-Tag
bike sale.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

•

Orange Juice

AWE
Get $32 worth
Of accessories
free with
purchase of
this Rateigh
bicycle

The problem has
existed since 1978, when
the fair board changed
the state fair date from
late August to the second
Thursday in August.
Continuation of the
earlier state fair dates
will mean county fairs
must be held earlier in
the summer.
One proposed way
around the impasse was
suggested by Rep. Clay
Cupper,1)-Dry Ridge, but
not included in any law. It
would have kept schools
from opening until after
the state fair.
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iitCPA4,-445.
1.:
Deflect0 Air
Deflector

Cannon

Levi
Big Bell

Sheets fit
Pillow Cases

Jeans
100%
Cotton
Reg. $18.99

12 34

Mold in piste osogooto
Adlests 111'to 14"
Nelps keep every desk
Neips keep Aeon worn

Alarm Clock
ust•swerf dm*.LED DID1,
lighted Nal cad repast ohm
Redid 5-03I

Men's

Solids or Pattenes

97

25% off

$10

$1
so.

deeetifel N.tree led Fashions

Di-Gel Anti is
Antacid

4

Reg* er limoes/Oraip
120z. Ligoid-1811 Tablets

Ladies
Blended Wool
Pleated

Ladies

Blouses

$156

Sale Year Mice

Len,Sleeves
Res.$11.99

Pratt & Austin Boxed Stationary
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Sizes 10-18
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Men's

Wrangler
Denim
Shirts

Tube
Socks

100% Cotton
Reg.$16.99

Neva

Mead
Envelope•
Expanding
Folios

- arm!colon
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9

Men's

Sale$1 33

Expondo
Rack
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Side$1 1
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Soper Size - 9 Oz. Tube
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Beartifel Plaids
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7

4 Special Formula to
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SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT
Be Prepared
For Winter
Check Uncle Jeff's
For Stove Pipes,
Stove Boards,
Wood Stoves and
All Your Insulating
Needs

Full Front
Twin Front
it Rear

MOM 20%

Leaf
Rakes

Off The Already

Special Sale On All Auto Floor
Mats By Rubbermaid

Reg. $2.59

Discounted Price

$1,00

Full Front
Twin Frontl Rear

Sale

Check Uncle Jeff's

"Table of
Values"

"Old
lronsides"
5 Gallon

Nylon!Foam

Auto Seat
Covers

Special Table of Tools
and home use items.
All At Special Sole
Prices

Metal
Gas
Can

Fits Most Cars
In Blue, Green, Red, Black & Brown
Reg. $7.57
Save $1.57

$657

Sole

Sale

$
0
0
INIF

Wood Cutting Time
Is Here Shop At
Uncle Jeff's & Save
On Axes, Splitting
Mauls, Wedges,
Sledge Hammers,

Colormaster

Antenna
Kit

Discount Prices

All

Give Your Fall & Winter
Protection For Your Car With
Car Wax...All Major Brands
At Discount Prices

Complete with 1 section pipe, SO'
lead in wire, SO' guy wire and mounting
bracket

All For Only

Turd.Wox,Roin Dance, Roliy, DuPont,Simonize

Repair Those
Leaks Before
Cold Weather
Uncle Jeffs Plumbing
Dept. has most
Everything You Need Reg. $39.99
Copper Fittings, PVC,
CPVC Pipe and Hifi*,
3 & 4" Pipe and much mor

$3
997

Vacuum
Cleaner Bags
rrts Eureka, Electrolux, G.E.
Coma:ter, Westinghouse
& Hoover

•ee.

SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFFS SPORTING GOODS
No Rainchecks

No Rainchecks

No Rainchecks

Smith&Wesson
Good
supply of new
and used handguns
—\'LUGER Including Smith &
MOD
Wessons New
Frame 357 .
Magnum; and the
Ruger Red Hawk
44 Ma num
P.S.E. Pro-Fletch Vanes
' Assorted Colors
4& 5'
P•Klt

grow*

$

1
9
POT

AB New
The Brute Broodhead
Slicing into the New op of broodhood
versatility from P.S.E.
Steel rips- Aluminum Ferrule. .020
Stainless Steel Blades
Two Blades Designs For 7 Combinations

I'm•heedin' for Uncle Jeff's To
Do Me Some Tracing

Good Supply Of Used
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Bow
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Clearance —

available in 6
colors
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Paint
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$
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Brown Advocates Bidding On State Deposits
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. says be wants
to keep the state's money
in Kentucky banks, but
added that he expects
local banks to pay
competitive rates of
return on state deposits.
Brown advocated a
bidding process to
determine which of
Kentucky's banks receive
the state's money.
The state Investment
Commission recently
adopted a statement of
goals that called for the
highest possible yield on
state investments.
Some bankers have
argued that the
commission's action
could mean the removal
of state deposits from
Kentucky banks in favor
of higher rates generally
offered by those in New
York.
"I want to keep the
money in Kentucky,"
Brown said Tuesday in a
speech to the Kentucky
Bankers Association. But
he added that he wants
the Kentucky banks to
pay as close to the going
rate as possible.
He also argued that the
move would not allocate

all of the state's money to
larger banks. Officials of
small banks have
expressed doubts about
their financial ability to
compete with larger
financial institutions
under a bidding process.
Brown also urged the
association to consider
formation of multi-bank
holding companies.
Brown did not %like a
commitment on holding
companies, however,
saying that was
something the bankers
should consider.
He added that he did
not support statewide
branch banking.
"I don't see much
movement" by the

banking industry on
either statewide branch
banking or holding
companies, Brown said.
And he promised the KBA

State law currently
forbids banks to have
branches outside their
home counties or to own
other banks.

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Former Gov.
A.B. Chandler now holds
a non-voting lifetime
membership on the
University of Kentucky
board of trustees.
The honor was
bestowed on him Tuesday
by the trustees, who also
sworn in two new
members and accepted a
gift from a Louisville

He will present a
program on "Time
Management in the
Newsroom" as a part of
the convention, which is
scheduled Sept. 19-20 at
the Holiday Inn in
Somerset.
Mofield worked with
UPI for many years as a
radio station manager.
He currently teaches
broadcast news at
Murray State.
Shirley O'Brien Smith,
a 1971 Murray State
graduate, is the program
chairman for the 1981
UPI conference. Now the
news director of the
Kentucky Network in
Louisville, she had.
majors in journalism,
speech and English at
MSU.

foundation.
Taking office were
Louisville-attorney
Ronald Geary and
Edward T. Breathitt, who
seed as governor from
1964-68. Breathitt is now
vice president for public
affairs for the Southern
Railway Co.
Chandler, an outgoing
board member, noted
that the suggestion for his
new status came from
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
and commented that
"from the standpoint of
politics, he (Brown) owes
me the least of all."
Chandler also pointed
out that this was the third
time he had been honored
by the trustees. In 1936,
they awarded him an
honorary doctor's
degree, and in the mid
1950s, the board voted to
name the university's
medical center for
Chandler.
University president
Otis Singletary told the
board that New York
Times columnist Tom
Wicker will be a visiting
professor this academic
year.
He will be on the
campus for three, twoweek periods in
November, January and
April.
His visit will be funded
by a grant from Ashland
Oil Inc.

Board members also
re-elected their officers,
including William B.
Sturgill as chairman,
Albert Clay as .vice
chairman, and Betty
Pace Clark as secretary.
Sturgill has served
continuously as board
chairman since 1974.
Clay, a native of Mount
Sterling, is president of
the Clay Tobacco Co. and
Mrs. Clark is a Glasgow
businesswoman.
The board also
accepted a $244,000 gift
from the James Graham
Brown Foundation Inc. to
be used for cardiac care
equipment at the Albert
B. Chandler Medical
Center.

St. John's Services
Related To Children

Bischoff said the new
interstate will benefit
commuters to and from
Cincinnati and northern
Kentucky to Clermont
County, Ohio, and points
east of the. metropolitan
area.

Unions Reipresenting
TVA To Debate
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Final 471 Link
To Open Friday

NEWPORT, Ky. (AP)
— The last Kentucky link
of Interstate 471 will be
opened Friday giving
southwestern Ohio a new
eastern traffic link.
Kentucky Gov. John Y.
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1 War god
unions,
memorial to the late Sunday night for the first
2 Actual
Al= WM=
the
Salary
represented
by
3 Angry
Norman Klapp - long time, a church
WM= WM= WIMM time
Policy Employee Panel
outburst
of
the
member
spokesman
said.
4 Small rugs
in negotiations with TVA,
planned a private
"REAL STILL" 15 WHEN
ALL RI64T WHICH
meeting this morning.
YOU PONT MOVE AT ALL..
FINGER HAS THE SLIVER?
Union officials said a
THIS 15 HOLDING STILL...
THIS ONE 7 GOOD._
major topic would be
whether panel secretary
1
Charles Harris had
authority to accept TVA's
contract offer even
though not all five unions
wanted it.
TVA's board of
THAT FORTUNE
I GAVE
AND SHE HANDED ME
directors meets
YOU LOOK
TELLER GYPPED HER MY
A CHINESE FORTUNE
Thursday in Knoxville to
MAD
ME
MONEY--COOKIE
act on the contract before
the board's regular
meeting that night in
Lawrenceburg, Tenn.
The board is likely to
approve the contract,
since the unions met the
federal agency's
demands.
Harris resigned shortly
PO YOU KNOW
DOES GOD i-IAVE AN
PCO
after he accepted the pact
WHAT THEY CALL
EXCHANGE COUNTER? ihitue-E4
Aug. 31, hours before a
ME, BABY?
deadline when TVA had
threatened to cancel the
31-year continuous
contract. Some union
leaders feared the
cancellation could have
cost them benefits gained
over decades of
negotiations with TVA.
Jack McCusker,
business agent for the
CLEAN *Orirt TooL
I ENJOY MY NAP MORE
Office and Professional
SENCH FIX T1-0E
WHEN I KNOW
Employees International
SACK DOOR AND
WHAT I'm NOT
Union, has supported
STRAIGNTEN UP
DoiNr
t
.
)-Harris' contract
11-IE 14ALL.
acceptance.
McCusker
CLOSET
said he considers it
unlikely that union
leaders will undo the
agreement with TVA.
But, negotiator John
Harris of the Public
Safety Service
Employees Union has
opposed the contract and
MR6.wAixER„.WE AWED
(
YOU! CABLES, PHONE
that Charles Harris
said
DIANA, WITH THIS SWITCH,
CALLS LETTERS— SKY
)0L( REACH OVERSEAS
right to accept it.
no
had
HIGH!
RAMO IN MAWITAAN •
John Harris said he
THEY PATCH YOU tNTO
LOCAL PHONES. SIMPLE.
would ask other union
leaders today to disavow
the acceptance, which
could open the way for
negotiation of a new
contract.
"I think that everyone
agrees it was a violation
of the panel rules," John

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

General Assembly. "vision" and the
Whether he would abide willingness to accept
by the KBA's wishes changes.
depends on "bow much
"Those unable to
.se.nse their change...will be left far
recommendation behind," he said.
makes."
In an apparent move to
In a survey conducted calm the bankers' fears,
by the Legislative Brown announced later
Research Commission Tuesday that $20 million
A land exchange with earlier this year, in state money will be
the Lexington-Fayette Kentucky's bankers invested in 90-day
Urban County indicated they were certificates of deposit
Government also was opposed to such changes with Kentucky banks.
in the state banking The money will come
given initial approval.
In the exchange, structure.
from federal treasury
According to the bills which mature later
Lexington will get 2.79
acres at the corner of survey, 193 banks said _this month.
Shawneetovm Road and they would not favor a
A total of $36 million in
Nicholasville Road on the state law authorizing the treasury bills will
south end of the campus formation of multi-bank mature. The state needs
for a new center for holding companies while $8 million in cash and will
90 supported such leave $8.5 million in
senior citizens.
The university will legislation.
treasury bills, which
And 261 banks said they offer greater liquidity
receive 2.79 acres on
Clifton Ave. between opposed statewide than certificates of
Rose St. and Woodland branch banking; 26 banks deposits, according to
Ave. The tract will be voiced support for such a James Ramsey, director
developed as a student proposal. The survey of investment and debt
recreational area.
received responses from management.
The exchange is 298 of the 344 banks in
"This action should
subject to property Kentucky.
alleviate any fears that
appraisals.
Throughout his speech, Governor Brown's state
Brown stressed that investment policy to
officials of his maximize earnings on
administration want to investments requires
work with bankers to removing investment
answer the challenge of dollars from the
difficult financial times.
Kentucky banking
Ohio River from
Predicting that community," said
downtown Cincinnati Kentucky will be "the Finance
Secretary
connecting it with state of the future" in
George Atkins in a
Newport, Bellevue, economic development,
release.
Southgate, Fort Thomas Brown said bankers
According to the
and Highland Heights in should be among those to release, the state will
Campbell County,Ky.
benefit most.
earn $87,500 more during
Construction on the But he told the bankers the next three months
Ohio side northward has that they also should be than it would have if the
been hampered by willing to help and that money had been left in
slippage . ,of the Mount their industry needed federal securities.
Adams section of
Cincinnati, according to
Joseph Bischoff, acting
Cincinnati engineer.
In a press conference
after his speech, Brown
said he hoped to receive a
KBA recommendation on
the matter before the 1982

Chandler Holds Lifetime Spot

Journalism Professor
To Be Speaker
At Radio-TV Meeting
Dr. Ray Mofield,
professor of journalism
and radio-television at
Murray State University,
will be a featured speaker
at the 1981 meeting of
radio and television
subscribers to the
services of United Press
International(UPI).

that it would not see a
recommendation from
his administration on
statewide branch
banking.

1 LEGAL NOTICE

INVITATION TO BID
The Murray Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce is bidding building
materials and equipment for their new office. Interested parties are to contact the
Chamber of Commerce office at 300
Maple in Murray or telephone 753-5171.
Bids will be publicly opened and read
aloud at the Chamber office on Thursday,
October 1, 1981 at 9:00 a.m.

Harris said. "I would
hope that the other panel
members would disavow
it."
But McCusker said he
could find nothing in the
panel's procedures that
I, Thomas David Elkins
as of Sept. 15, 1981 am no
would prevent Charles
longer responsible for any
Harris'acceptance.
debts other than my own.
McCusker said the
Thomas D. Elkins
union officials are plan to
discuss their options for
2. NOTICE
future negotiations. He
said he hopes unions can
Bible Call
get congressional support
The Crucifixion for legislation to put the
759-4444
TVA-union negotiations
Children's Story
under the authority of the
759-4445
National Labor Relations
Board.
TVA is now exempt
Wallet Photography we hart
from NLRB intervention
because TVA and the I napkins irritations etc
CARTER STUDIO
unions preferred 'it that •
way in recent years,
153871
3111 Male
McCusker said.
TVA General Manager 115th Anniversarillraripaper
Bill Willis threatened, in Sale. Over 3,000 rolls in stock.
Values to 113.95 single roll.
a letter sent to' panel Now
99 per single PtIl. Save
officials last May, to 50 percent to 64 percent off
cancel the contract regular price. For month of
unless the unions September only pop a baloon
and receive an additional 10
accepted it.
to 50 percent discount on all
Thomas Addington, stock
wallpaper. iThe
TVA's chief negotiator, 'Sherwin Williams Co.,
said Tuesday that Willis'
threat would stand if the
unions cancel the
contract agreement and
SAWDUST
open the door for
Extra large
negotiating a new pact.
truckload -Paris,
This year's negotiation
Tennessee. 901issues included
642-7067.
arbitration rights and a
TVA regional salary
survey which showed that
some TVA employees are
SPECIAL
being paid more than
SALE
their counterparts in
Used musical instrunieffi
private business. Union
horns. drum flute et,
officials said TVA, which
SILVER &
has about 50,640
employees, rigged the
GOLD
survey to justify small(
PAWN SHOP
raises and pay-scale cuts.

Man Charged
PRINCETON, Ky.
(AP) — The case of a
Caldwell County man
charged with cultivating
marijuana has been
continued in Caldwell
District Court for Sept.
23.
Wilburn Caraway, 42,
of princeton, was
arrested last Friday by
state police after officials
raided his farm,finding a
crop of marijuana
estimated to have &street
value of between
$75,000-6100.000.

1 LEGAL NOTICE

Olympic Plata
Open o m 10 R p

M

•

2. NT ICE

(

MN

ANTIQUE

Cl. ASS WARE
LARGE
ASSORTMENT
BUY SELL

Silver
Gold
Pawn Shop
011-1,, P1
0yr nCo, AP
151 lilt

a
5, LOST & FOUND
Two lost black and tan
Beagle dogs. One male,
one female., Last seen in
Stella Coldwater area.
Has collars on with wrong
phone number. Any
information leading to
seeing or having of these
dogs call 489-2885. There
will be a reward for any
help possible,

6

7

6. HELP WANTED
Telephone -ToTicitor
wanted. Prefer !nature
adult for evening work.
Experience preferred Out
not required. Call 7532654.
HELP WANTED: Work
in your own home, send
work history, name
address and phone
number to Mike: P. 0.
Box 68, Water Veliet,
Mich.49098 or call 616-9820289.
INTERESTED IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS??
Hostess; a needle craft
demonstration - receive
beautiful free gifts-free
lessons in latch hook,
embroidery, counted
cross-stitch and needle
point. Contact Lou
VrOiler__aL 502436-2142
Don't Miss out! Call Now!
Today!

WANTED: OutreochlSodol Worker needed for
CdloweylMorsholl Comity ow. Reside* of specifivi
oreepsefored.Mostimecor.knowlidgeofsociolpt
groms.lielpfeLEscelleetfrigebeeefits.
Sendresume'bySeptember25,1981to
Mori I. Amason
West Kentucky Allied Services loc.
P.O.kz736
Mayfield,KY 42061
"AN Eqed Oppodaty Employer"

9
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6 HELP WANTED

16 HOME FURNISHING

Attractive position for House full of furniture
man or woman of neat $2,000.00 washer, dryer,
appearance and good stove, regular living room
character for pleasant suite, two bedroom suites,
work, no lay offs
etc 436-2236.
Earning Opportunity
$250.00 to $350.00 Moving Sale! Henredon
to start Advancement dining room suite $90000
good benefits. Education sofa and love seat 5200 00,
or experience not Henredon bedroom suit
necessary. Call Paducah (king size bed) $45000,
443 6460 between 8 a.m. glass top table $75.00,
and 10 a.m. ONLY! Ask three chairs $75.00 each,
for Mr Miller.
walnut end table 575.00,
parosons table and
Information on Alaskan and mirror $75.00 and sofa
Overseas Employment Ex $250.00. 753-2676 after 6
cellent income potential p.m.

Call 1 312 741-9780 Ext
6062

Midical secretary re
ceptionist
Only experienced need to apply
Send resume to P 0 Box
1040, Murray,, Kt 42071
Need money for your
club, group or
organization? Call 753
2211.
RN or LPN. Tired or
hospital schedules. Be
your own boss. Perform
Life Insurance
evaluating. Ideal part
time iob for nurse not
working full time, call
901-424 2926.
Want someone to come
into home and baby sit for
teachers one year old
child Hours 7:30 to 4:30.
Salary negotiable. Call
759-4777 after 5 :00 p.m.
Work at home jobs
available! Substantial
earnings possible. Call
504 641 8003 Ext. 1316 for
information
ALOE COSMETICS 65
PERCENT AND UP
COMMISSION
WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL RECESSINN
PROOF DALLAS FIRM
LOOK ING for sharp
business person to head
distribution in local
region. Must be able to
handle a heavy cash flow.
No cosmtic experience
needed. Complete
training. Exciting. Aloe
Base Natural and organic
complete line complexion
care and make-up. Call
Trevor Willhite (214) 6590701 collect.
Cashier clerk apply Uncle
Jeff's Clothing Dept.

9 SITUATION WANTE
KEEP THIS AD! I will
babysit in your home on a
daily basis for a child that
is sick or a mother who
needs help. Call before
6:30 a.m. 437 4997

27 MOBIL
HOMES SALES

House eight rooms, bath,
screened in back porch,
Double wide With utility garden space, paratig.
carport built on, 10x18 Been remodeled by Cif,
outbuilding on lot at corner of Community
North 16th and Poor Farm Development. Low
Ra Close to Fisher Price income family wanted.
520,000 Call 753 7975
Call 753-3685.
A trailer for sale or rent House for rent in the
with option to buy 436 county. Call 436 2498 after
2262
5:00 p.m.
24 x 54 Doublewide, Two houses near
completely remodeled, on university. $10000
a two acre wooded lot deposit, $108.00 per month
$15,000. Call 437 4269
rent. Call 7536114 after 6
12x65 trailer for sale. 1975 p.m.
model, excellent
condition. Two bedroom House for rent 3,000 sq.
and bath 1,7. Fully ft. of living. Seven miles
carpeted. Call Brandon out. Four bedrooms,
Dill, Dill's Tr. Ct. 753-9104 three baths, two kitchens,
14 acres. Only 5400.00 a
or nights 753-1551.
month. Ok two families.
Coleman Real Estate,
28 MOBILE
7 53 9898.

Be your own boss and own
this bakery and
restuarant combination.
Additional building next
door for expansion.
$28,500.00 Mike Ainley
Realty, 901 642-0375, 901644 9283.
FUND RAISER
OPPORTUNITY FOR
CLUB Call 502-436 2842 or
753 7374.

, 11 INSTRUCTION
I give guitar lessons at
home. Have experience in
references. Call 753-3686,
9 5p.m.

O.

FOR RENT
SHOP

So your child
wants to take
piano lessons but
you hate to buy a
piano before your
sure they will stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST! Rent applies to purchase

24' by 24' $60.00
per month. Call
43745.12 after
4:00 p.m.

753-7575
31. WANT TO RENT
....m pieweewesineweet.T.
23 EXTERMINATING Want
to rent, house with a few
acres, with option 10 buy. Send
information to P 0 BOX 35,
Kirksey, KY 42064.

32. APTS. FOR RENT

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

METAL SHELVING,
grocery store type,
enough standards and
backs for 124 ft. Enough
shelves fo4 200 ft. Four
high. Ideal for any
business needing display
shelving. All for $1,950.
753-4199.

Firewood $25.00 per rick.
436-2179.
For sale
large round
bales of mixed hay. Will
deliver if needed. Call 753
0649 after 6 p.m.
Troy bilt tiller, horse
model. Two chain saws.
One Raleigh 3 speed
men's bike. 759 4683 after
7 p.m.
Chain saw 16 in. Homelite
used very little. $100.00.
753-7853.

436-5895
26 TV RADIO

753

Frigidaire skinny minnie
washer and dryer for

sale. 435-4277.

REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments

Apples for sale. Sweet cider.
Tucker Orchards, Landfill
Rd. Call 489 2467(0 reserve
order.

Five Party Carport Sale
- 215 S. 13th, Sept. 16, 17,
18. Threre is something
for everyone. Come and
see._

CLAYTONS

1•444 711 3514

40. PRODUCE

41. PUBLIC SALE

Antique Mall in Hazel, open
Mon. Sat., 95, Sun., 15. 11

I Thames
howsrawai &
Rawl Wats
Sowtholdo Court Sq.
Murray,Kostacily
711-4411

One bedroom furnished
bicycles, ping pong table,
apartment. One lady or
children's clothing and
girl only. 303 S. 6th St. many
other good items.
Call 753-3593.
Sept. 17 and 18. Thurs.
and Fri.., 75181477

Two bedroom partially
furnished. Two blocks
from university. $165.00 a
month. 753 2677.
One Bedroom apartment
near hospital. Furnished
or unfurnished. No pets!
Lease and deposit
required. 753-9208 after
4:00p.m.
12x65 1973 Furnished, central
air. 753 1987

One bedroom apartment in
lakefront house in Pan
orama Shores Woodburning
stove kitchen appliances
furnished 436-2484 or
753-7272

Carport Sale Fri., 8-3 and
Sat., 812 a.m. 1618
Kirkwood Dr. Baby bed,
play pen, other baby
items, maternity clothes,
and many other items.
Yard Sale at Coldwater
lost off 121 on 1836 first
houSe on right. Sept. 16,
17, and 18., 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Electric heaters,
glassware, hair dryer,
Rogers old silverware
and old silverware chest
like new. Lots of picture
frames, tape recorder,
blankets, quilts and
bedspreads. Boys jeans
size 14 and 16, other
clothes and lots more.

Three bedroom home for
rent 1207 Kirkwood. 7536156, 753 5945.

Yard Sale at 206 Elm
Wed., Thurs., and Fri.
W.O.T.M. Yard Sale.
Wide variety of items. 706
Fairlane Thurs., Fri.,
Sat. 85.

4. REAL
$5,000.00.
This home is just barely
lived in. Features three
bedrooms, two baths, and
a spacious great room
with a large and beautiful
fireplace. This house is
not only beautiful, but is
built for the practical use
of the every day family.
The large kitchen and
dining area are truly a
blessing to any horassed
woman. The private
fenced backyard and
patio are perfect for the
small ones in your family.
So for beauty and just
plain every day living you
must see this dream of a
house. Call Spann Realty
Assoc., 753-7724.

Three bedroom brick
home on Dudley Dr.
$400.00 a month plus
deposit 436 2582
40 acre farm, heti mile
tOrt on 94 East. six tenths of
753-7575
House in Panorama a mile blacktooped. 23 acres
Shores. Furnished or tendable, 17 timber. For more
Large cabinet stereo, unfurnished. Couples
tape player and radio only! No pets! Will information calf Purdom &
'Thurman Real Estate, 753
Sacrifice $50.00.Call 436 consider two college
4451, Susy Wells, 753 1515 or
2516.
students. Call 4365830.
Geneva Giles, 7536W

CLAYTONS

Home or business for
rent call
Snot Waldrop
Real WO*
Weds Jefts
Cower
751-I707
Open House at 110 N. 12th
Street, Thursday
September 17, 3:00 to
5:30. Excellent well kept
brick home immediately
available and ideal for
office, small business or
residence. Zoned B-4. Lot
61x190 with good street
access and parking.
Priced reduced for quick
sale. Call or see us and
the property at open
house. C. 0. Bondurant
and Claud L. Miller,
Realtor owners.

NEW MING
1 1/2 story brick, 2100
sq. ft. of living space, 2
acres. aroWn's Grove
area. only $38,000.
We manage Rental
Property for other
people for a small fee.
You'll like our Service.
153411911

Alive with color and
charm? Pleasingly
decorated from the
foyer to the family
room with fireplace
and ceder beams, to
the kitchen with dining area and to the
bedroom wing with
built-ins.
For
economy, add central gas - and you can
find the total
package by dialing
753-1422. Offered by
Century 21, Loretto
Jobe, Realtors:
.row
-!
LORETTA JOU, IWALTORS
1200 Sycamore
Murray Kentuciry 42071

602)7511497

Garage Sale just a lot of
nice things. 205 N. 10th.,
Fri. and Sat.

Yard Sale Fri., Sept. 18.
One bedroom efficiency 810 Guthrie Dr. Clothing,
apartment partial household items.
utilities paid. No pets!
Girls preferred. Rents for Garage Sale 301 S. 6th
Thursday afternoon 12 to
$90.00 a month. 753-9741.
5 p.m.

3/. HOUSES FOR RENT

Country Hide-a-way 13
acres, walk out basement. 4.000 sq ft
finished

dealers.
Yard Sale - Thurs., Fri.,
#1110PEITT MANAGEMENT
Sat. Four miles from
Murray on old 641 North.
Gas cook stove, furniture, Three bedroom, bath, den
with fireplace and garage
glassware.
on one acre. Deposit,
Yard Sale
Wed. and reference, lease, $200.00.
Thurs., 9:00,
11: 00. 502 Strout Realty, 753-0186.
Blair St.

Fuintshed. two bedroom,
large kitchen appliances
block University, adults
Seven party garage sale
only. $200
753-5791 on 121 North
across from
79-1074 753-2649
fairgrounds. Bed, baby
bed, addin_g machine,

Nice 12x12 building-shop.
Must sell $900.00 or best
Two bedroom apartment for
offer. Also new
wheelbarrow $60.00, 200 rent. range. oven. refrigerawestern red cedar lumber tor, dishwasher disposer.
$30.00. Se at 1007 Main or washer and dryer hookup,
call 753 0565.
air. carpet No pets One
Three aluminum year lease and $225 deposit
combination storm and required, $225 per month
screen doors. Excellent
Phone 753-2622 or 753condition. One door 3x6/8
hinge left and two doors 3865
2/8x6/8
New duplex, two bedroom,
,
1 5 ARTICLES FOR SAL' 489 2474.hinge right. Call Northwood
Subd $265.00 per
Camera new Nikon FM Two Dixie Flyer wood month. 753 7853
body and zoomlens. stoves. Never used, $30.00 Extra large fwobedroom
$400.00. 767 2828
and $35.00 each. 753 2966
furnished apartment in'
city. $165.00 a month.
Nikon FM Camera body Selmer Signet Trumpet Water furnished. No
pets!
with room lens plu', 1125.00. Ladies indoor 753 1703.
roller
skates,
$35.00.
size
6
accessories Call 767.282R
Room air conditioner, Two bedroom for $175 00
Rabbits and chickens for 1700 BTU, $165.00. Boys month plus deposit anda
sale and plants Moving three speed bicycle, one year lease 1301 B
Peggy Ann 753 8411
must sell Call anytime $35.00 Call 753 4981

Frigidaire stove, electric,
30 inch, aqua color.
$10000
Frigidaire
refrigerator 17 cu. ft.
frost free, olive color
5200.00
1748.

acre Reduced to 18500 00
Call Spann Realty Assoc .
753 7724

Shady Oaks

Three bedrooms, great
room, newly decorated.
Trailer for Rent. Two Call for appointments, 1
Ford Tractor, Model 801 bedrooms furnished in 924 5307 or 1-924 5421
with equipment in good town. 5120.00 Coleman $250.00 per month
condition. Call 753 0186 or Real Estate, 753 9898.
Extra nice three bedroom
436-5676.
Trailer for rent. See house located in Murray.
$495.00 per month. Security
1973 300 Massey Ferguson Brandon Dill, Dill Tr. Cf.
combine. 489-2300.
Two bedroom trailer deposit and one year lease
furnished near Kirksey. required_No pets! Call 436660 Case Combine with No pets! Clean. Call 489- 2935 and 753-0839._
corn head. Call 489-2180.
2118.
Ti.co bedroorriFouse-, air
or Rent - two bedroom conditioned with den and
SPORTS EQUIPMEN 'mobile home, furnished, utility. Call 753-6254.
S&N&W .357 Magnum near university. Prefer
38. PETS-SUPPLIE
model 27N. Target sights, male students. Phone 753
trigger and hammer. 3895 after 5 p.m.
AKC Registered toy
$300.00. 753 7982 after 6
Two bedroom or three poodle, silver female
p.m.
bedroom completely eight weeks old $100.00.
Wheat straw for sale. Call furnished, new furniture 362-8176.
474-274.1.
and carpet. Central heat AKC
Registered Doberman
and air, natural gas or
puppies, champion
22 MUSICAL
electric heat and
bloodlines. 759 4588 or 753Immediate opening for cablevision. See at Shady 7637.
Oaks,
753
5209
8:30
a.m.piano and organ lessons.
Six month old black Great
Beginners and advanced. 4:30 p.m.
Dane, full pedigree, cropped
Call 753-7575.
For rent: nice 2 bedroom trailer, ears, fully
obedience trained.
189-2611.
Murray.
No
pets!
near
Call Sal, 753 9101, 753 6527..
TRY
30. BUSINESS RENTAL All breed dog grooming.
Reasonable rates. Also
BEFORE
boarding and AKC
YOU
miniature Schnauzer
puppies. Hidden Valley
BUY
Kennels,435-4.506:

12 INSURANCE

Firewood
Order now and born
seasoned wood this winter
436-2758 ,

13. REAL ESTATE
Four bedroom home lc
need of repairs on one

Call 759 4592

24. MISCELLANEOUS
Odd jobs, yard work, help For Sale 7 hp Murray riding
with tobacco crop. 753- mower, cheap! Call after 5 Two
bedroom duplex,
p.m 435 4557.
6953.
Westwood SubdivisiA
8" table saw $65.00. Call Couples only' No pets or
10. BUSINESS
753 5550. Can be seen at
child lease and deposit
414 N. 5th.
OPPORTUNITY
required 759-4509
Protected liquid fertilizer
dealership available
immediately in your
county with Arex of
Kentucky. Call 502 4438786. _

34. HOUSES FOR RENT

New listing two miles West
of Lynn Grove on Hwy. 94,
two bedroom frame house
Four poster single bed,
with two acres very neat
head frame and foot
attractive home For
and
board. Mattress and box
more information call
springs. $35.00. 753 7214.
Purdom and Thurman Real
753-4451 Susy
Estate
19 FARM EQUIPMENT HOME RENTALS
Wells. 753-1585 or Geneva
rent,
for
House
One row corn picker, Three bedroom trailer, Panorama Shores Dr. (iles. 753-6557
1'2 bath in

$350 00 weekly stuffing
envelopes. All ages. No
gimmicks For information
send self addressed stamped
envelope to: Richard
Demaico, P. 0. Box G84,
5400.00. Call 489-2570 or
Wakefield, Mass. 01880.
435 4593,

EXECUTIVE SECRE1AR1
Submit written resume
listing all qualifications for
position and salary request
to P 0 Box 125 Murray
Ky 42071

•
.-e-iiemalmeall11111111OeMmem.

.I.30X71

PSER/ICESOFFERED
46 HOMES FOR SALe
4P
436
Ode
s
si
oforiaa1971
S
.....
Two:1roon
117777rome
Automobile machanic will
3th St Murray $24 000 2540
do work on automatic and
,kPteagiati
) lc 1.117 1
1975 Chevrolet Malibu all gasoline engined trucks
59,000 actual miles. See at All work done gauranteed
New 3 bedroom 2 bath 113 Coldwater Rd Call
C4_43/4546
753-1222
built-in appliances Must 436 2438
sell $30000 Call 489- Repossed 1972 El Camino Heating refrigeration and
II
good condition. Call 753- electrical
repair
2670
Bob s
PLEASER
Refrigeration
Service
Four bedroom house in Lynn $573.
Located close to
Grove with 2 acres. MOOS Repossessed 1972 El Hazel KY 49883/0 or
neeGS repair 4354284
Camino good condition. 753- 782country grocery,
113001
Lockgart
Call 753 5573
Brick house two years old
this older 4
AAA
CUSTOM
MADr
Three bedroom, two baths, 1980 Dodge
bedroom home on 2
repossessed CABINETS
bookcases
formal dining room, large Call 753
5573
acres offers a lot for
music centers
den, two car garage, house
etc
a little! Price just
has many extras Owner will 1979 Pontiac Firebird Reasonable 436-2566
reduced to only
consider financing See at. repossessed
Call 753Will sharpen hand saws,
1109 Wiswell Rd or call 753 5.573.
$8500! Phone 753chain saws and skill saws
0139
or
436-2915.
1222, Kopperud
Call 753-4656.
SOUSED TRUCKS
Realty, In Murray.
Older House and
NEAR
1 acre with
UNIVERSITY
WELL
'79 Ford F-150
repairs could be
Very attractive
4x4 300 4 sp.
DRILLING
brick home on quiet
4 bedroom
street near the
753-8786
or
We
specialize im never
located near
University. New
753-5699.
rest Plastic Wells. InStella. Low $20.
heat pump heating
steil water lines and
Call 7 5 3-9924
and cooling system,
1976 Ford Bronco in
water supply systems.
after A:30p.m.
fireplace in den.
excellent condition 753RITSTER
4112 or 753 7795. after 6p rn
Extremely
MCALPIN
iome for saTe-b y owner. 1977 ?hevrolet pickup Loy(
economical utility
WELL DRILLING
.505
Oak
Dr.,
excellent milage Call 753 9648 or PST
bills, lovely tree
901-344-3476
condition, immediate 6084.
shaded lot. Offered
possession. Three
in the $40's. Kop')edroom brick over 1400 1973 International farm
,q. ft. living area. Fully truck. 14 ft. flat bed price
perud Realty, 711
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
zarpetecl. Phone Paducah $2850.00.
Main Street.
or vinyl siding and trim
before
5:00
p.m.
554-4111
16
or after 5:00 p.m. 554- 1980 GMC Van conversion. Aluminum trim for brick
7580. Ask for Ken Fully customized with houses Jack Glover 753
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
Adams.
1873
couch (converts into bed),
Must sell house in rally wheels, custom paint GENERAL
HOME REPAIR
Canterbury. 753-0738
and captains chairs. 13,000 15 years experience carpenmiles. Reply(0 7535014,
try concrete plumbing
FOR SA11
roofing
siding
things
51. CAMPERS
Lydia Phillips
The
is
around the home Free
1977 Man of War 28 it.
Home located about
40 Acre farm, half mile from
camper with air condition estimates' No job too small
town on 91 East 6/10 of a mile
miles east of Murand awning. Call 753-8072. Call days 474-2359 474blacktopped. 13 acres
evenings
2276
On
ray on 280, includes
15 ft. Shasta Camper. Call
tendable, 17 timber. For more
weekends
474-2276
15 acres approx753-2337.
information call Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate, 753mately 756 feet of
& K Stump Removal. Do
52. BOATS & MOTORS you need stumps
4451; Susy Wells, 753-1585 or
road frontage. Call
removed
Geneva Giles, 753-6557.
302 Mercruiser, 188 Hp, 21 from your yd or land
753-6531.
_
ft., good condition. 753- cleared of stumps? We can
Located in Riviera
The perfect home for 0738.
remove stumps up to 24
Courts is this two
young or retired couple. 151/2 ft. speed boat, good, below the ground leaving
New three bedroom, 11
/
2 condition, 35 Hp Johnson' only sawdust and
bedroom mobile
chips
bath house. Located on motor. $1200.00 Call 753
home, completely
Call for free estimate rBob
southwest edge of town. 8296.
furnished for only
Call 753-3903.
15' -12-unabouT, mott'ir ano Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
$6,501.06. the ideal
trailer.
Good condition $500. Kemp, Jr 415-4319
FHA home and lot. Three
dwelling for that son
bedroom brick, lot size 80 Call 436-4216,
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
or daughter now at- ft. x 177 ft. with outside
underpinning, roof s sealed,
RVICESOFFERE
tending college. storage shed Assumable ?3.S
_ patio awnings, and house
Make your offer to- loan, only one year old. In P & D Lawn
rvice type roofs for mobile
county close to school.
day!
753-1873 Jack
Can be seen at Scenic Mowing, small tree and homes
Free Glover
trimming
Acres Subd. off of Hwy, hedge
ROHM REALTY
280. 133,500.00 or can call Estimates. 436-2997
PROFESSIONAL ATTACK
12018 Tvw....
753-4037.
M013
- 11..-E HOME training for dogs over 10
Minay,ty. 753-1451
months old. Reasonable
.47., MOTORCYCLES REPAIR. Installing tie rates. Call 901 232-8537 after 6
43. REAL ESTATE

I

AXR 80 Honda 1485.00.
Call 753-8061.
1978 TT500 Yamaha.
Equipped with street
lights. Perfect condition.
$850.00, 759 1958.

New Listing
Beautiful 3
bedroom executive
home on Highway
94 just West of Murray City Limits.
Formal dining
room, living room,
den, large game
room, tastefully
decorated throughout. Private setting
and convenient
location. Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty in Murray.
GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
With this private 5
acre fenced track
near KY Lake.
Situated beautifully
with a private drive
and a stocked pond
You can do some
great relaxing and
fishing at your own
private retreat.
Concrete block
basement with roof
goes with the property. Price just
lowered to $10,000
and owner will
finance. Phone any
member of the Kopperud Realty Home
Team at 753-1222 for
all the details.
Price just reduced.

JUST
COMPLETED
And ready for a new
owner. Three
bedrooms, great
room, three full
baths. Very attractive kitchen, large
utility room and
two car garage. 45. FARMS FOR SALE
Located in new
Far re
a-Vase:Or sale. 80
development ad- acre cattle farm near
Crossland. Also hay for
jacent to
sale. Call 7530662.
Gatesborough.
Immediate posses- 25 Acres located two
sion and priced in
miles northwest of
Kirksey. One acre pond,
the $60's. Phone 753eight acres
1222, Kopperud
tillable Balance in
Realty, for all the
timber Surveyed and
information.
title searched. 753-2266 or
759.4683 after 7 p.m.
FOR RENT
EXECUTIVE
46. HOMES FOR SALE
HOME
Three bedroom, 2 House for sale furnished
bath almost new or unfurnished, carpet
throughout, large
home for rent. bedroom and large living
Home is spotless room. Dining room,
throughout, has kitchen, bath room,
central heat and utility room and built in
car garage. 1 14 blocks
air, attached 2-car from
M.S.U. Look it over
garage, and conve- and give me a bid No real
nient location. estate brokers please 206
Available at $400 a S. 15th, 759-4702.
month. Phone 753- Three bedroom house. I
1222. Kopperud acres, near Wildcat
Creek. Call 753 0169 after
Realty ifl Murray.
4p.m.

1976 Honda CB-500T good
condition. $800.00 call 753
6148.
1975 350 Honda
combination road and
trail bike. Excellent
condition. Call 474-2741,
1980 Honda threewheeler, 110 Series. Good
shape. Call 527-8274 or
436-4927.

downs, underpinning,
roofing, installing doors pm.
and windows. Also build Will remove unwanted trees
porches and patios. Call at reasonable rates Free
753-6973. Free estimates! estimates Call before 2:30
No job too small! Nights p.m. 753 5484
and weekends call 4742276.
Aluminum Service
Mobile WOme roof
aluminum and vinylresealed or coat with
fiber asbestos paint. Call
Siding, Custom trim
753-9672 ater 5 p.m. for
work. References Call
estimates.

Concrete and blocks and
brick. Basements, drive
ways, sidewalks and storm
cellars. 20 years experience
and free estimates. 753-5476

30 years experienced car
penter work Also flue
Fence sales at Sears now , building Gall 436-2253
Call Sears. 753-2310 for Need work on your trees'
free estimate for your Topping, pruning shaping
needs
complete_ removal and
Guttering by Sears Sears incife Call BORER'S TREE
continuous gutters installed SERVICE for professional
per your specificativs Call tree care 753-8536
Sears 753-2310 for free Now open' Doug lone
est mate_
.
,Electric Airport Rd R.,
Carpet Cleaning. Clean; sidential work Guaranteed
odor free carpet, last free estimates Calf 753
longer and smells better.
955 For free estimates call
Jeff's Carpet Cleaning Johnson's Electric Coin'

48. AUTO SERVICES

M&G Complete Glass
Co. has added a new line
of work that features
showcases and display
cases, pie cases, store
displays and glass
shelving. We also install
auto glass, fix storm
windows and doors,
repair and replace store
fronts, install patio door
glass, plate glass and
window glass.Cut mirrors
and glass table tops. Do
753-9826. Experienced and
picture framing. 753-0110.W
reliable.

49. USED CARS
1973 Ford wagon, 351
Cleveland, body rough,
$350.00. Silverado drivers
door, Fender 5150 00. Call
753-1739.
1975 Cutlass Supreme,
silver with blue interior,
AM/FM 8-track, wire
wheel covers. $1800.00.
Call 4362871.
1979 Fiat, needs work,
$200. Call 7;
1
6119 after 4
p.m.
1968 Carmon Ghia VW
runs good, drives good,
good tires. $275.00. Call
436-2427.
1979 Trans Am, blue with
t top, 6.6 Litre engine, P5,
,
PB, cruise, 56800.00. 7534991_ _
1975 Fiat, 37,000 miles
black interior, new tires,
35 MPG, $2,000. Call 759
1739.
1978 Mustang, 4 speed,
AM/FM cassette stereo,
clock, 66,000 miles, like
new. 13,500.00. Call 7538296.
1972 Mustang. Runs
great, needs maintenance
and body work. Call 753.
2266 or 759 4683
1970 Nova six cylinder,
automatic. Runs good,
ruff body. $175.00. Call
753 9710.

1915 PINTIAC
CATFIRI
One owner' local COI'.

ROMS
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406W Moro 753 5311

Will Ed Bailey, 7530689.

Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum cleaned
from your driveway Industrial. residentfai. or
commercial. 24 hour service Call 753-5933
All your plumbing and air
conditioning needs Also do
carpentry, painting, roofing
and concrete All work done
to satisfaction. 753-9822
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore.
Whirlpool
Westinghouse Experienced
indepen,tent service Bobby
Hopper. 753-4872 Bobs
Appliance Service 202 S
5th
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears For free estimates
call 753-2310

mercial
wiring

40.

CARPET CLEANING. Free
estimates. Satisfied
references Vibra Vac steam
or quick dry cleaning. LEE'S
CARPET CLEANING, 753
5827.
•

11111144I Illikelms
All Imrk
•••d. fr••
fAil /MISES Of
Bur Dot Ceramics. Open
9:00 a.m til 1000 p m
Monday Friday. Classes
and supplies. 471-2708

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADFNG BRANDS OF(OSMI TICS
"HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
ter,Dertiyery on P.

(its I woes..

4snnsø

1 HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
2251.P. Raw St.(Across free Csompolly Come)

Spodoldos lo Senior Citizens
Opoo floors
Moo.,Twos.,lbws., Fri., Sot.
1-12 753-3615
For Appointment

__..„
••••

•

4.•

\

residential

-KINN LANE'S SEPTIC TAP
CLEANING. 24 hour service
also instalation of septic
tanks and backhoe work
Call 753-8669 or 436-5348

it

. . 4. _. . _ _.c. . . ._ . .

and

gas installed and
repairing 753-7203

t

•
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Senate
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Vote Expecte° Next

Week

O'Connor Closer To Seat
WASHINGTON (API Sandra Day O'Connor,
passing the first test with
no one against her, is just
one vote away from
taking her place among
eight men on the
Supreme Court. That
should be out of the way
by the end of the week.
The Senate Judiciary
Committee
recommended Tuesday
that the full Senate.
confirm the 51-year-old
Arizona appeals court
judge to succeed retired
Justice Potter Stewart.
The vote was 17-0, with
one leading anti-abortion
senator supporting Mrs.
O'Connor and another
a bsta Ming.
Sen. Strom Thurmond,
R-S.C., the committee
chairman, said he would
attempt to schedule the
final vote in the Senate
for Friday, allowing her
to be sworn in Sept. 25 in
time for the court's fall
session starting Oct. 5.
The only committee
member who didn't vote
for Mrs. O'Connor was
Alabama Republican
Jeremiah Denton. He
voted "present," saying
he did not know enough
about her views on

abortion or other -great
legal issues of the day" to
either support or oppose
her.
"I appreciate his point
of view," Mrs. O'Connor
said afterward.
Aides to Denton said he
has not yet decided if he
will cast an identical vote
when the nomination

comes to the Senate floor. of hearings last week that
If Denton votes yes, she has "all of the good
Mrs. O'Connor's qualities" needed to
confirmation could be make a good Supreme
Court justice.
unanimous.
Denton praised Mrs.
Tuesday's committee
vote reflected Mrs. O'Connor as "a fine lady
O'Connor's support from and distinguished jurist"
conservatives and who "is clearly in the
very front rank of
liberals alike.
Thurmond said she eminent jurists most fully
showed during three days qualified to assume the
a wesome
responsibilities" of the
court.
But he said abortion is
such an important
question that "the effect
is to overshadown
virtually all other
considerations."
Sen. Patrick Leahy, Dclosed at $1.8295 on
Vt.,
criticized Denton,
2
/
Tuesday, has gained 61
saying
the Judiciary
•
cents this week.
In Tokyo, the dollar Committee never had
closed at 228.20 yen, down made confirmation of a
from Monday's 231.55 judge dependent on a
yen. The Tokyo market, single issue and should
now.
where the business day not start
A
nominee's
position on
ends before Europe's
any
or
other
abortion
closed
was
begins,
be
"should
never
issue
Tuesday for a holiday.
price
the
be
to
understood
European
Other
morning rates compared of confirmation," Leahy
said.
to Tuesday's closers:
5.5925 French francs,
down from 5.6525.
2.3250 German marks,
down from 2.3465.
2.0040 Swiss francs,
WASHINGTON (AP) —
down from 2.00925.
The Senate, bowing to
1,182.50 Italian lire,
pressure from the
down from 1,1 ;.:.375.
Reagan administration,
guilders,
2.5810 Dutch
effectively eliminating
is
down from 2.5990.
increase in dairy
any
1.2010 Canadian
for at least
supports
price
dollars, up from 1.1998.
probably
and
year
a
The price of gold longer.
opened in London at
Once yearly increases
$453.50 an ounce, $5.40 do resume, milk supports
close.
Tuesday's
on
down
would likely remain at
In Zurich, gold dipped their lowest level in the
$452.50.
at
$2.50 to open
32-year history of the
The dip followed the program.
overnight trend in New
Approval of the dairy
York.
demanded by
plan
London's five major
Secretary
Agriculture
dullion dealers later fixed John Block came after
the recommended the Senate killed two
morning trading price at more modest proposals
$449.75 an ounce, $7.75 for dairy price support
down on Tuesday's cuts. The plans were
morning fix.
rejected 53-41 and 51-42
The price of silver, before voice vote
however, improved. It approval was given to the
opened at $11.845 an administration proposal.
ounce, 69 cents up on
With the battle over
Tuesday's cidse.
dairy supports behind it,

•
•

.
• P
'111

ttril•

•

•

Dollar Falls Again
On London Market;
Gold Prices Easing
LONDON (AP) — The
dollar fell for the sixth
straight session in early
trading today, pushed
down by doubts about the
Reagan administration's
economic program and
lower U.S. interest rates.
Gold prices also eased
amid some profit-taking.
The British pound rose
almost three fourths of a
cent to $1.84525,
responding to the dollar's
weakness and Monday's
move by the Bank of
England to push British
interest rates higher.
The pound, which

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS..
"
41.
• •41,

•1977 Olds Cutlass Supreme

2 door, orange with tan vinyl top, tan
vinyl interior, power steering, power
brakes, air conditoning, tilt wheel,
am/fm, rally wheels, 44,xxx miles.

$4477.00
Dwain Taylor thevrolot inc.
753 261 7

1
1 4 PI'
:

641 South, Murray

GIAN(RAI. MOTCAS POSII DIVISION

.
9

CHEERING FOR MURRAY STATE — Leading the crowds at Murray State University football and
basketball games for the 1981-82 year will be the Racer cheerleader squad. The squad includes(from left,
first row) Robyn Overbey, Ann Long,'Dunker' the horse, Leandra Vaughn, Kathy Harberson,(second
row) Jill Hatcher, Tammy Hutson,(third row)Jim Peck,Don Wright,Steve Joplin, Jim Irish, Jim Murray
and Scott Elliott.

Senate Effectively Eliminating
1(10
ntes
fiDe
Supportsw_,
Price
Dairy
In
Increases
aAl
now faces government about $2

HEFTY iPLASTIC
LUNCH BAGS.
SAVE 15`NOW.

the Senate
fights over the peanut
and tobacco proograrns
as it tried today to
complete consideration of
the new four-year farm
bill today. Both programs
have been criticized by
Midwestern and
Northern congressmen
because of their rigid
production restrictions.
Block's victory on the
dairy price supports
came amid threats that
President Reagan would
veto the entire package of
commodity price support
programs if deep cuts in
milk supports were not
accepted.
Under the plan
approved by the Senate,
milk supports will be set
at 70 percent of parity on
Oct. 1, effectively the
level inflation has driven
them to since they were
last adjusted a year ago.
Inflation would be
allowed to continue
eroding the support level
below 70 percent until the
cost of the program drops
under $750 million a year.
According to
congressional estimates,
that probably won't
happen until Oct. 1,1984.
This year it will cost the

billion to support dairy
prices. That's nearly the
amount Congress has
earmarked for federal
price supports on all
commodities in 1982.
According to
congressional estimates,
the administration's plan
will cut 1982 milk support
costs to about $1 billion
and limit them to less
than $800 million a year
after that.
"We're out of money,"
Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan.,
said. "Our obligation is to
provide some protection
to the farmer. We can't
let farmers avoid the
realities."
Block had originally
urged major changes in
the peanut and tobacco
programs-, drawing
opposition from southern
senators including Sen.
Jesse Helms, R-N.C.,
chairman of the
Agrcculture Committee.
But he has now
declined to back senators
seeking an end to peanut
and tobacco restrictions
in an effort to ease
opposition to the dairy
cuts and because of "a
commitment to let
Congress work its will."

SAVE

Monday Hamburger Plate
11 a.m.12 p.m.

Fully pross•d
W/Stsitic Friss

$459

Thursday Special
4p.m. to 12 p.m.

Our Famous
8 Oz. Kansas City Strip
`Ht- Aty:
•Ifg.C's

with potatoes, bread & our
all you can eat salad bar

For Just

'69s

,EledW7iti

•

pa

„);

Chestnut
rehltr
i sot

753-1314

41
tl
a

I.

tI
ft

SAVE ▪ SAVE!.

D & T Warehouse Foods
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town

Prices Good 9-15
Through 9-21

-

Cheer

Potatoes
iii

1 86

•••.

• 20 Lb.

Teenie
weenie Corn
1O4

2 89
Eggs
79
Do.Coca
Cola

$1 89
Green Beans
49 Oz.

nglish Mountain

89
Crackers
9
For

For
Lynn Grove
Large

WATERPROOF/LEAKPROOF
•Practically indestructible.
Outperforms paper lunch
bags.
•Waterproof. Won't rip
from wet weather.
•Leakproof. Grease and juicy
foods can't soak through.
•Tear-resistant. Made of
tough plastic.
•Save 15(C. Bring this coupon
to your grocer.

r154

STRONG/TEARAESISTANT
SIMS

STORE COUPON

41
15

`OFF THE PRICE OF
San IS
IIEFTIfs PLASTIC LUNCH BAGS
To
Retalier Trots coupon
'nth, be redeemed tor face value
Olul 71 OP handheld of ot was "adived from cultOrntar on purchase of the so•cosa 0,006
For redemptoon maol to H
ElOa 3007 Elm Cory NC 27
On reQuellt you mull turmoil's onwoos"Cor other prOolOtourchalle
shovrone sufficient stock duron•
normal rsodemptoOn CyCloa 10
Cower Coupons suOrmtled to rederrapbcon Coupon miry not Do
elesened or transferred Cu..

Hefty
seso".

S.

tom•r must Day any sal•S
tax Vood snosr• pron,poted
axial Or otherense 'Sal, cud by
lair Caen Yalu, 1 '201 Good
Only on U S A Puerto Rico and
U S Government installatoons
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE ANY USE NOT CON.
SISTE NT wrtm THESE TERMS
CONSTITUTES FRAUD AND
MAY VOID ALL COUPONS
SUBMITTED FOR REDEmRTION Coupon 5.0,r51 Decernbey 31 1992

Sprite
or Tab
MaseAllion. 11-7

Zesta

Lb. Box

8 Pac
160z.
Plus Deposit

48
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523218

4
15
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UND Professor To Speak At Luncheon
Dr. Mark Langemo,
professor of business and
vocational education at
the University of North
Dakota, will be the guest
speaker at a Phi Delta
Kappa professional
education fraternity
luncheon at Murray State
University on Monday,
Sept.21.
His topic for the noon
meeting in the
Mississippi Room of the
University Center will be
"How to be a Happier and
Healthier Teacher."
He will make two
presentations that
afternoon and evening to
high school vocational
education teachers at a

consultant, seminar
leader or banquet
speaker in 43 states and
Canadian provinces.
More than 30 articles
written by him have been
published in a variety of
business journals and
magazines.
He has served on the
faculties of Central
Missouri State University
and the University of
Wisconsin at Eau Claire
Langemo has also taught
adult education courses
and management
development courses for
the U.S. Air Force.
A partner in a

Business and Office
Workshop at Lake
Barkley State Resort
Park, beginning at 4:30
p.m.
Langemo's
presentation to open the
workshop is titled
"Preparing Your
Students to be
Knowledgeable
Employees in the Office of
the Future." He will
make an after-dinner
presentation titled "Ten
Basic Principles for a
Typing Program That
Meets Career
Objectives."
Langemo, a CRM
(Certified Records
Manager), has been a

management consulting
firm, he has worked with
private business and
industry„ stale
governments, and both
the Canadian
government in Ottawa
and the US. government
in Washington,D.C.

The Murray State
chapter of Phi Delta
Kappa was established in
1969. Dr. Buddy Krizan,
assistant professor in the
Department of Office
Langemo is a member Administration and
of Phi Delta Kappa, Business Education, is
which is dedicated to the currently the president.

Getting settled
made simple.
Ilen-towe dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME =SIMI eat
As year Nest..., It's my job te belp you make the
most of yew new seighberhed. Oar 'hippie; areas.
Cemr.mity oppericalties. Special &Moshe's. Lets
it! ;acts to sass leo time and mosey.
Plus a basket of sifts for year family.
I'll be listeaing for your *all.
Welcome ff agon
Mary Hamilton'753-65701
ge King 4924348

In 1945, the foreign
ministers of the United
States, Britain and
Russia ended an 11-day
meeting in Moscow with
an agreement to establish
international control of
atomic energy.

Am)
agy

soon. It's conveniently located in
Olympic Plaza. And we're here to serve
you Monday through Saturday.

641 No, Olympic Plaza
753-0422

,g -

By Abigail Van Buren

Neighbors' Garden Produces
Small Yield, Big Problem

Southern Optical has just opened its
first Murray store and we're pleased to
be pertofthis community.Though we're
new in town,we're a Kentucky company
that's been in the optical .priAssion
for over 80 years. And we'relieking
forward to providing you with quality
eyewear, and the expert fitting and
service that's given Southern Optical
its reputation for excellence.
Our manager, Nellie Lewis, is eager
to meet you. So stop by our new store

Begley's Takes You Back To

(BEGLEY'S )Dollar Da
Central Plaza, Murray 153-4025

DEAR ABBY: Recently our 12-year-old son was grounded
by his father for calling the police to report that our
neighbors had marijuana growing in their garden.
I feel that this punishment was unjust since marijuana is
illegal, and our son was only doing what he was instructed
to do by the local police in lectures at his school.
These neighbors are not into drugs. They are good friends
and don't even smoke the stuff, but they were given the
plants and were growing them just for the fun and noyelty
of it. Since the police confiscated only two dying plants, no
charges were filed against our neighbors. They admitted it
was a silly but dangerous thing to do.
Regardless of the neighbors' intentions, I feel that our
son's motives and his willingness to do what he thought
was right were commendable, and he should not have been
grounded. What do you say?
CONCERNED MOM

Charge it!

Mon Sat 9-9; Sun. 12i
Colgate
Fluorigard
Dental Rinse
8 or.

Blistex
Medicated lip ointment.
Blast* or lip balm

Masking Tope
14

GO yards

beck rn-stor
for Mt.
rebate coupon
on Fluor' d

DEAR MOM: Knowing that these neighbors were
"good friends" of yours,I'm wondering why your son
didn't discuss his "marijuana find" with his parents
before calling the police to report these friendly
neighbors. Sorry, Mom,I can't agree that your son's
motives were altogether commendable.

DEAR ABBY: You won't believe this, but I've been
married only three months and I'M already halfway to the
divorce court!
I married the sweetest, best-natured man in town.
Everyone envied me because he was such a swell catch. He's
40 and I'm 34. Before we were married we lived together for
two years and got along like a pair of lovebirds, but as soon
as we made it legal, our relationship started to go downhill.
Now he finds fault with everything I do. He used to be a
wonderful lover. Now he's snoring by the time I get into bed.
He used to be tidy and neat. Now he's a slob.
I was the one who was pushing for marriage, so now he
blames me for ruining a beautiful relationship. Abby, we're
not the only couple this has happened to. What is there
about marriage that destroys romance?
SORRY IN SACRAMENTO

Coffee
Filters
Polybagged
Package of 100
Hair Spr.iy
H.irrl fi,
8 1./

Fir•ipirlar, Stow..
Huh'

Begley's

Baby Shampoo

DEAR SORRY: Marriage is a legal commitment
that makes some people feel trapped and uncomfortable — especially those who have enjoyed all the
benefits of marriage without any of the responsibilities. It doesn't destroy all romances. Some it
enhances.

DEAR ABBY:The letter from the mother who didn't want
her daughter-in-law in the family portrait prompts this
letter. (The portrait, she said, should be only of Mother,
Father and their children, excluding the spouses of their
married children.)
Well, I don't blame her. Statistics show that one out of
every three marriages today ends up in the divorce court.
And if you live in California, it's one out of every two!
So who needs a family portrait with ex-daughters (or
sons)-in-law?
BLOOD IS THICKER

21$10
NaturesOrganics

Desitin

Henna
condition shampoo

Skit, Cart.
6 or with I rot FR11

or conditioner
16 or

ReioIl

Jojoba

Vitamin C

condition shampoo
or conditioner
16 oz.

Bottle 4,1 100
250 mil

Hefty

Trash Bags
26 Gallon 2 ply
Brim rif 10

DEAR BLOOD: Once married, the spouse becomes
a part of family history,so regardless of how long the
marriage lasts, that part of history can't be denied by
simply omitting the spouse from the portrait.

Anacin-3
MAXIMUM STRENGTH

Fasteeth

NAOMI

019ate

Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your
chest. Write to Abby: 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite
5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250. For a personal reply,
please enclose • stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Denture adhesive powder
314 or

Centrum
Cassette A100
Tapes

High potency
multivitamin/
multimineval formula
100 tablets
with 30 free

Jerigens
$100

t

Dish PcIn
Sweet
'N
1..(Th‘A.

The Honest Way!
ANT GOLD STAMPED
Its-141.111-1211
mow, ,fti*iS oho kan
alkett WA tow serum ,
011:1

we'll
Pay You

We ere not "Fly •By• Nighters"
only in town overnight to take

•
•

your money. We've been trusted
in Pothook for 69 yeas.

DIAMONDS
WANTED

CASH
NOW!
()I'IN

•

1/An V 111.410 .i.m ii, 11:011 p.m

PRINT

•

• from Ikelsets err Min
Peg 5
E iirrs P.ott from your mot.
•
orothouir rolospeter.
410111.10d *Woo
On *SEIM sah PO

COupOn Valid ffind Oct 31
•

JEWELERS
••••••••

Se •••
•
•
•
U.
00.1
",CW

00

$100

110

O

Cookies

choose from:
Assorted Danish
Marble Swirls
Jelly Star'

Schick
Razor Blados

OM Of MOM IS II or yr

5410

11

Aitti hive,
I

Peckeps of 24

prInts

•

I, Siid 1,111$

we 1....

Wind Shield
Washer

$100

PIUS Platinum
double orAp
ram, bled.,
peck 0f5

$200
Pretty Nails

1
;
1 7'
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Wed.thru
Sat. Sale

$14
Misses'
Sizes

4.97

4 Days
Only
Framed Door Mirror
Handsome walnut woodlook frame 131
/
2)(491/2
Extra Strength
Oiris'Sizes
$11

Cotton Denim

StnNa
ltalS
NISH
POTE NC r

SOO

Our Reg. 7.96

Our
10.9611.57
Full Figure Blouses
Stretch polyester in
white, pastels. 38-44.

STRESS
FORMULA
vif AhoNS

2 Fl oi
30.., aat a,

'all "5

Our Reg. 17.96- 18.96

1.97 4.67

Wetting Solution
Barnes-Hind Hard
contact Lenses

Appsdrine'
30 appetite
control tablets

*F1 ot

Misses' Comfort-cut
Fashion Sweat Shirts
V- or crew-neck styles.
Of Creslan' acrylic/
cotton in spirited colors
'A mencon Cyanormi Reg TM

Our
' Reg.
6.96
Soft Cowl-neck Tops
Brushed polyester/rayon
in fetching shades.

5.66

Our Reg. 15.96- 16.96

14.44

Full Figure Jeans
Popular styles. Cotton.
Jeans, 32-40,12.44

Eye-catching Jeans
Many styles, all with
detailing. Misses'

Regular,Extra Body,
Oily Or Protein

Beltim

, MINI
PADS

87

0 Twin
Pack
Massenglie Douche
Vinegar/water disposable douche.6-fl. oz. ea.

'Skin Cream
Greaseless. medicated.
In 6-oz -net-wt size

Morin°,Of

BeKless Maxi-pads
Box of 30 self-securing sanitary napkins.

30 K mart • Mini-pads
Comfortable, beltless
sanitary napkins. Save

t24
Misses'

Dry

Sixes

RAIPTREE

RELIEF

ag1"a•

90411I /6191.01ALGIA

Bufterin'Tablets
225 analgesic aspirin
tablets. K mart• priced

100 Anacin'Tablets
Fast-acting pain reliever tablets. Save
alamt tamin mom

APPlir.nr••••• • COUPON

Your
Choice
Raintree
'
Lotion
Soothing skin moisturizer in 8-ft-oz. size.

.N1

Stock Up On Dristan'
50 Dristan* decongestant tablets. Save.

SO Tylenol Capsules
Aspirin-free pain reliever. Extra strength

SEM 1•11M .061.0 MINIM

Alan— - • COUPON

MOO ORM IMM

• COUPON
K mart* Price
With Coupon
For
Less Manufacturer's
Rebate
1.00 Our Reg. 13.96- 17.96
Your Net Cost After A
Manufacturer's
-w
Rebate
For
Chicken Of The Sea' Tuna
Chunk light, in water.6/
1
2oz
•soi wit

4

1.54

3.32

WITH COUPON

Son Itali-on Deodorant
Special quick-dry formula avoiable in scented
or unscented. 2.5 oz.'
•0.464 urt

Good kW If. troy 19,1951
omin SEM ABM 111

2.1.9

SeentedOr Unscented

Savo On Excedrin'
100 poln-relieving
tablets. Stock up

Ir—
ri•t

AC/:

2.97
-1.00

41.97

G00i1 Sept 16 itin, 19 1091
GO0c1 $OW 16 *MU 19 19111

4011111Crwii

K mart
,Price
WWI Coupon
For
krp_manufocturer's
ww°
'four Net Cost Mr Aft
Manutacturers
Rebate
For
Dairies-burgers* Dog Food
Soft'n moist: In 36-oz.* box.

2

WITH COUPON
Coupon Good UV 16 19 1961

4.32

'Newt.

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

3--

Girls' And Misses'Fashion Ski Vests
Will Take The Coming Season By Storm
Warm, yet lightweight vests top the cold-weather
fashion kscene. Comfortable and versatile, they
pop over pants, jeans and skirts with equal ease
and fashion flair. Misses' styles of nylon, with .
pockets and knit detailing, zip or snap closures.
Girls' with knit ar elastic waistbands. Convertible
collar and zip or imp fronts. Nylon or cotton/polyester All in captivating colors. Girls' 7-14.
'Styles Shown Are Representative Of The Group .
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Our Reg.29.97

$24

Save 2.09

4.

20-29
I
_ - maw r
411111111111111111171
11

Western-style
Vest With Down
Of nylon, with 80%
duck down/20%
waterfowl feathers
Warm, yet lightweight Men's sizes

Our
Reg.
6.97

Men's Chambray Work Shirt
Long-wearing shirt of wash-andwear polyester/cotton In blue

-

Save 3.48
Save
5.97

Our Reg
11.48
Men's Heavy-duty Work Jeans
Of rough-and-tumble polyester/
cotton Hemmed legs pockets

24.97

Days Only
7x35mrn ZWCF(106)Wide-angle Binoculars
Fully coated achromatic lens, 3-element eyepiece. carrying case View 525 ft /1000 yds

Color Choice
Sold In Sporting Goods Dept.

Navy or
Olivewood

$129

$7

ATARI°

Video T.V. Game
Computer System

Atari Video TV Game
Computer System

Thuts al you rood to know

Complete television video computer
system console. 2 Sets of remote controllers shows in
color or
color TV's. No batteries needed. Great
for entire
family. Includes comfort game program
with 27
game variations.

13.88

Quality OE'2-slice Automatic Toaster
Features reliable color selector for light-todark toast. Compact styling, black end panels.

Our
5.68
Pkg.
Men's Tube Socks
in 6-pair Package
Crew-length socks of
Orlon' acrylic/stretch
nylon. Fit sizes 10-13.
Our 4.97, Boys' Sizes
9-11, 6-pr. Pkg.... 3.57

4.57

S L
BELT
Sold In Sporting Goods Dept.

1.97s:V6Reg

Deluxe 8/
1
2
'Jump Rope.
Braided rope with vinyl
ceire, wood handles.

Sold In Sporting()oath Dept.

Save s2

4.

Our
Reg-.
6.97

Save!Solar lett IN
Zipper feature for
easy on and off.

• Du Pont it. ry

5.77)nlyys

12" Saute Fry Pan
Polished aluminum with
SilverStone' interior.
Du Pont
Rog TM

Quality
Parts
ll Service

msFORTREL.
Than iitou rood to know
I

SIZES
8781113
178x14
F78114
678x14
GM 1 5
1178x15
L78x15

Navy Or Olivewood
$11

REG.
41.88
47.88
48.88
50.88
51.88
5338
MSS

KM 200
Fiberglass
Belted Whitewalls
Our Reg.
38.88
A78X13
Plus F.E.T.
1.69 Each
•2 Polyester Cord Mies - 2 Fiberglass Bolts
•7 Multi-911,4)d Tread Ribs, Modern Styling

SALE

33.97
40.97
42.97
44.97
45.97
47.97
50.97

iso
2.14
2.44
2.50
2.72
2.95

All Tires
Plus
F.E.T. Ea.

Mounting Included • No Trade-In Required
Computer Balance, Each Wheel, 2.97

SERVICES INCLUDE:
I Install front disc brake pods and
Woke linings on rear wheels
2 ResurfOce drums and true rotors
3 inspect front calipers
4 Rebuild rear wheel cylinders. if
PoSSible, replace if necesSarY at
additional parts Cost per wheel
5 criini
Repack
erinner and outer

bearings

es Inspect moster cylinder
7 Inspect front grease seals
8 Refill hydraulic system
koldnond ports 000 blittvCos
..kdod moat Vero cost

w0000 •••ay

Os

Sale Price

Sale Price - Installed

68.88

15.88.

Disc/Drum Brake Special
For many US cars Lt
trucks imports higher

Monro-matic Shocks
With "be,' bore For
mart, U S. import cars
Installed

Save 2.97
Our Reg.9.97
Men's Durable Twill Work Shirt With Fortrol*
Handsome,long-wearing shirt of Celanese' Fortref •
polyester/cotton with Visa'
soil-release finish
•1.010•I so Reg TM of MOH Inclustnitt

subtkalan/ OICIPanitt• Coro
• ••MINIM and Co Rog TM

4
You
or
i
4)
l.m.14.41 3 1,
A••••• Pre.
e.ploc•••••nt o..1.41
ark UN* Mom*
A.114•••••••nr
We.root,

Save 2.97
Our Reg. 10.97
Matching Twill Work Pants With No-iron Fortrol •
Comfortably cut pants of Celanese, Fortrel• • polyester/ cotton with Visa' soil-release finish Men's
••iiertmi 10 VaZI Wee,Industries.
"••Pelleenolahe Co Rilsg,
Ca

Our Reg. 78.88

Our Reg 11.88

53.88

7.47E0

AM/FM/8-tr Or Cassette
Por many cars It trucks
51
/
4"Or 6x9"Spoolfers„
Pr. 23.811

Our R.2.78

Velour Cushions
of bench- or
bucket-style. Colors.

Chace

.

66°

,12-or.' Gas Treatment
Helps improve engine
performance. Savings
•ti OA

1.57

K mart' Air Fitters
Sizes for many U S. and
import cars Save now.

Our Reg.68.88
$5
With
Exchange
60-month Battery
-Our 8b.," in sizes for
fnOrv U S cars, It trucks.

A

THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT K MART
.
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CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATES - HERE'S NOVI THEY WORK:
2. Ti. NT 1 INIECENT MIS STAN FIN MIT '1.1111 Tell
SKIS,(EXCLIIIIIIS LINN,TOBACCO, All TAW.PASTE
CNICE-UT MIS STRIPS III DIM CERTIFICATE.

1. PICII IP A FREE NIECE-NT NOSS CERTIFICATE FUN TIE
CIIECENT STARS.
Thh

M ess1

381. 14 Thre SW 12

3. WNEM Ti. CIRCUIT, PIESENT CIE FILLED INIEN4IIT
BONUS CERTIFICATE FOR EACN SONS SPECIAL TN
SELECT.
'
MMINICIS ALM MOWN,III UMW,
& MINIM

F-S

CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

ITELIIEETA

CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

One A aim

ENS

Mos
MTN CIIIPA-0111110011$ CIRT1FICATI

WM COM -01/1 MONIS CHTWICAft

00I00-0111

CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

19

COMPICATIE

rnscuuTs
Fw
CSECK-Olf

earnricAn

TV.
DINNERS

Del Montt
CUT C

69'

Del Monte Halve;
Sliced Peaches or

FRUIT
OCKTAIL

SWEET PEAS

c4
17 Oz.

77 KFCS-405

Piro Mom

TOSS N
%Isis* NA

APPLE
FRITTERS ilw99$
mow Me The ON.PM&
DINNER
ROLLS Ur« 49e
land kg 114.1

COFFEE
RING

isse i29

soc,04a

Swabs III-PA NW

soFr

4269

Or1sp

DOS
FOOD

sow
LUNCHEON
MEAT
120L*12

II

POP
TARTS

ss

N1-11r1

TACO
SMELLS

16 994

CIIERRY ME
FILLING aall"
Arn & Ilamm

BAKING
SODA
Oe.49
.
bee
SON
PADS cf.59'

PAPER
TOWELS

t

Kallegg's
011VerSitelW

ti6.894

Valleges
TRU 1164794

DA Noels Embed

NUTRI-GRAIN
CEREAL u01'

CADOI[Wili
secriST BEND
0 *10/
1 2"

SAUTE SKILLET

Lenses

PINEAPPLE
mwo
GRAHAM
CRACKERS oz.89$

VE4I-ALL% oi.2,49
Uteri

TEA
BADS

urtu.6
wtER
pqicE

'1049

es*169

11•Orler beef Orion Or

CINNAMON
CRISP
$1 Oa.

TOMATO

CATSUP

.11211.""'Y

11111MOINIP*9"

-ow

4,4

..1111.4•••
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ITS A BEEF
Open
24
Hours

ROAST
12159

19

123

1110444 Setif Teeidee

5.1

TOP ROUND
STEAK Ls'2°9
Ilig Abe Sipes Tootee

BONELESS RUMP
ROAST
Ls $119
lig

Cesitry WI She (413. Wien)

Se,et Toter

ARM SWISS
STEAK

SUCED
BACON

$199

Us Me Slow Teed,/ Fresk

Morrell Sliced Beef

Ug Me tepee Tefe‘et VISA

Si Me Soper Toast keel=

114 Ma Stipee Twee

GROUND
ROUND

BOLOGNA
$139
120z.

BEEF POT
.149
ROAST

CHUCK
ROAST

ARM SHOULDER
ROAST
w$189

u199

..sis9

/Oslo hied Chillies

THRIFTY
DINNER

6P1.66$459
Fru6 Del Medi

WATERGATE
SALAD
1:0199

$249
Rend awl

BEEF
BACON

u

FARM FRESH FRUITS it VEGETABLES

Wore emu

111.11e.1

SWEEf
POTAMES
ONIONS
lillet &Ode

CHUCK
STEAK

Superg-noeiihd.
SIRLOIN
TIP
TEAK

mg John's Deli

BEEF
WIENERS
$109

Jsis &tot Tight

$149

'‘11.1r.6-1

I

HI. 'sit RR tl,ks.. 11.1)44 H

"8tervations
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By Lachie Hart

• Wai Mart Sells for ltess • Weil Mart Sells for less • Wad

Mart Sans for less• Wal Mart Sells

for

Lass • VVal

Mart Sells for te,,
,•

al

Changing
Times
or identity of the spelling
Mlles Have Changed
winner, I called Leon P.
For Better- Good Came
Miller, former principal
From Difficulties...
of the old Douglas school
There used to be
and recently retired from
separate schools in
the 'Murray High School_
Calloway County for the
'faculty. "Mr. Miller, why
blacks and whites. So can't I remember that
have
months
many
Randolph Stubblefield
passed since that system was .a spelling bee
had
was dropped, I
contestant? I was the
forgotten there had been
pronouncer at that time."
school
any other back
-Because
he was not an
than Douglas, the city entry in the white contest
school, now a part of the that was sponsored
by the
iTappan factory near
Kentucky
Educational
Douglas Center, a
Association. We Negroes
government project for
held
our own contest everyone and Senior from the county through
especialy.
Citizens
the state and national
While talking recently
events in the Kentucky
with Corrine Henry Negro Educational
McNutt, I learned: there Association. I remember
was a Mallory one-room the time. We took
school for Blacks in the Randolph to Louisville
Pine Bluff area,and "just where he won and was
over the hill" was sent on to the
another Mallory school Washington, D. C.
for the whites. At the time
contest." He doesn't
Mrs. McNutt was a stu- remember .if he won in
dent in the white school the national.
with Fonnie Spiceland as
her teacher, Ora Ingram
Why Bother
taught the school for the
about this Boy?
black children. Later,
Maybe there is nothing
Ruth Keys Grace (Mrs. more compelling than a .
Clarence of Paducah ) woman's curiosity, but I
taught and was the love to see the young
teacher when one of her succeed, especially those
students won the who have not had it as
Calloway County spelling easy as some. It was a
bee.
challenging story, I am
When Corrine said that glad that I found
a black student won the Randolph's whereabouts,
spelling bee, my curiosity but I had rather meet him
wanted to know who he in person.
was, especially when she
There is'another. thing
reminded me that I pronounced the words in the that I gm pleased about
contest annually. I had - this search. It. is
_forgotten that faet, but interesting how other
she remembers the one people respond to a need.
that she was a contestant I enjoyed talking with
in. She even remenibers Mrs. Stubblefield, Mrs.
that I wore a small hat Wrather, Mrs. Livesay,
with a feather plume on Mrs. Stone and Mr.
it; that I wore it tipped Miller. I learned from
over my right eye, kinda Mrs. Stone that they have
like Lady Diana's wed- a son, Floyd Buren, Los
Angeles, Cal.; they own
ding topper.
Then Mrs. Henry their farm and raise most
recalled that a black boy of their food. "I'm so
from Mallory won the bee tired of gardening,
one year, won in the state. canning and freezing!"
contest and was sent to Mrs.Stone told me.
Washington, D. C. for the
It is refreshing to listen
national contest where he to Mr. Miller tell about
received gifts and special "Being busier than I ever
recognition. But she have been." He raises
couldn't remember his vegetables, hogs and runs
first name. "His last his farm and
that of
name was Stubblefield late father, Richard his
P.
and he had his picture in Miller, near Almo. You
the local newspaper," she may remember that the
recalled.
former North Second
This story was news to Street here was renamed
me. I began to search for to L. P. Miller, an honor
his name and his that the City Council gave
whereabouts. I started by him for his service.
calling Sally Livesay who
Many of the Blacks
knows most all the
genealogy of the New living in the New Concord
Concord area. I have came from the salves
beard her talk about the who came with the early
Stubblefield blacks of her -sett!xs from the East
wear their' former
childhood days. Sh
--couldn't help me, because owners' names. Tales
- at that time, her family relate how the slaves
had moved away. Then I were loyal, vital aids to
called Lily Wrather(Mrs. their white families durM. 0.) who is related to ing the War Between The
the Stubblefields and States. Randolph Stubwhose husband was blefield came from that
county school kind of family. Hegis the
superintendent about the' grandson of "Uncle Rufe,
time. She couldn't place and, the son of Mansfield
the boy, and suggested Stubblefield. I am told his
that I call Mrs. Charlie uncles were Jim and
Stubblefield, New Mack Stubblefield.
Concord.
His family worked, put
That I- did. She is an their money in lane.
expert in family history When the TVA bought all
and has worked with Mrs..- the land in their vicinity,
Fred .Gingles, Mrs. they sold for a nice showWesley Waldrop and Mrs. ing, and bought land
Price Doyle in compiling elsewhere here, and like
county records including Mr. and Mrs. Stone,enjoy
the county cemeteries. freedom, their own
"Yes, I know that family homes, educational opbut!don't know the boy's portunities and all the
first name. Let me think modern accomodations.
about it." Later she
Times have changed
called. "I've found the
spelling bee winner's • for better in the last 50
mime. It is Randolph years, especially for
Stubblefield. I those• who were
remembered that Tully segregated and denied
Stone, New Providence, equal educational opwas related to that family portunities. Maybe you
can recall instances
of Negores."
She overcame where people thrived on
obstacles to find the difficulties and from
missing name, even them rose to high
calling a neighbor of the achievements.
Stones to go to their home
and get their -unlisted
Adolf- Eichmann, a
telephone number. "Yes,
Nazi Gestapo
former
we know that one you are
official,
was
sentenced to
asking about,•' Mrs.
death
in
1961
by an Israeli
Stone said. "His mother
court in Jerusalem. He
is my husband's sister.
was found guilty of
His name is Randolph.He brdering the deaths of
was 'here in August and
of Jews during
,attended the Douglas millions
school reunion." She said World War II. Eichmann
he was an electric was brought to Israel in
engineer and worked and 1960 by Israeli agents who
lived in Toledo, Oh. He is had seized him in
' married and has six Argentina He was
hanged May 31. 1962 at
married children
To further the search age 56.

During the Big K
Conversion to Wal-Mart
you'll see changes
daily like more
selection, more quality
and new merchandise.
Right now you'll see
more savings storewide
on thousands of
name brandevery dayl

Wal-Mart

TV
VIAND
frvIrr NovT 3,

97

Each
Red Heart Wintuk Yarn
•1 00% Orlon® Acrylic fiber

Munsey Buffet
Range

04-Ply, 3/
1
2 oz. solids, 4 ply 3 oz.
varigated
•Machine wash & dry

Coke
Tab
Mello Yello
2 Liter
Limit 2

Reg $26.93

T-Fal
Skillet
Mild Fragrance
• No Ammonia
Reg. $2.73

The Original
No-stick
cookware
Reg. $4.99

20 Piece
Stoneware
Set

Silex
2 Slice
Proctor
ToastPr

by Jeonnefte
Service for 4
Reg. $23.96

Reg $10.93

9.00
Corning Ware
enu-efte Set
P100-7-P100-8
Req $22.96

Swift or Trenton

Vienna
Sausage
5 Oz. Rcq

Reg. 58'

Carpet
Fresh
Reg $1.54

48

1.18
Men's Sleeveless

Quilted Vests
100% Nylon Shell 100%
Polyester Filling
Reg. $13.88

7 Piece

PeptoBismol

Maternity Jeans

Cook Set
By Mirro
Silverstone Interiors

8 Fl. O.

With Designer
Pockets
Reg $1488

Reg. $35.46

1 0000 Cotton

Good Thru Sunday 20th

II SETT
REAC
'
,
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Southade,S. 12th St.-7:00
Store Hours:
o.no.-10:00
Ila.rn.-8 p.m.Sunday Om.M4m.-Soilli$41114111i110 Chestnut St.6oJes.-10
Mos.-Sot.
Closed Ueda,

glitY
SELECT mum

U.S. CHOICE PURE

GROUND
BEEF
Family Pah 4 Lbs. Or More

TRUCKLOAD SALE

gotrkcipmbhu.

LIMIT ONE
5 Lb.

SMALLER
PAK $1.29 LB.

MARTHA WHITE — 5 LIB. BAG

GA — MO!.CAN

PALMOLIVE LIQUID — IS OZ. BTL.

TASTERS CHOICE — I OZ. JAR

129
CORN MEALel
p, sn er*self-rising
$
TOMATO JUICE

99/
49

$ A

DISH DETERGENTSave 411'$229 INSTANT COFFEE:in.:4.4
GA

CINNAMON ROLLS

14 oz. pkg.

IGA — TOMATO

89/

PAPER
TOWELS

CATSUP
la es. bsolle

JUMBO ROLL

FISCHER'S — 120!. RD. SLICED

COOKED HAM
BONELESS Factors(HALF)
HAMLET HAMS

FOR

29
pkg.$2
FISHER'S-12 OZ. MELLWOOD

u,.$289 SUCED BACON....Pig.
FISHER'S
FAMILY PAK SLICED
SLAB BACON

JUST PICKED PRODUCE
Mat,FIRM

CABBAGE

FISCHER'S WESTERN STYLE

$‘09

SMOKED SAUSAGE..

REEL LEIN —

HALF — SLICED

u,. /
1
2PORK LOIN

$ g 38
.u, I Lb.

racHen
WISTERN svna
BEEF FRAINICIli

LETTUCE
Head

SLKED IN CHOPS — QUARTER

PORK LOIN

gg

A.

u, I "v

$ 79

PORK CHOPS

FRYER
_ DRUMSTICKS .. Lb. $1 °9

FRYER THIGHS ... Lb.99
77
CALIFORNIA

NECTARINES

FROZEN FOODS & DAIRY ITEMS

CALIFORNIA

CAULIFLOWER.
FRESH,GREEN

BROCCOLI

NORTHSIDE
BANKROLL WINNER
Mrs. Clifford Stemstiom
Receives Bankroll Check
for $1300.00 From
David Livers, Mgr.,
IGA Northside.

wm mom
ORANGE JUKE

NIA MID CHUNK — 120!.

Save $ I 79

CHEDDAR CHEESE. W.
TOT11401 FROZEN

12 as.one

PIZZAS sims 22.

An•fted$

RANQUIT

DINNERS

..

.RITZ — S-PACK
1INCH PIT

PIE SHELLS
BETTY CROCKER
READY-TO-SPREAD
FROSTING MIX ..
tub
Limit on* coupon per family Coupon void
after Tuesday Sepsipmbor 22,leg]

opy AVAILABLE

MODS EYE —

Save
20'

:dm.ir

OZ.TUB

COOL WHIP

LO
UT
$159

89

s.. ....

GARDEN DEUGHT OR IGA

FRENCH FRIES

19

7%. bog

7

4
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THE ACES
"Personally I am always
ready to learn, although I do
not always like being
taught." — Winston ChurchilL

G CORN, lit

11-16-A
NORTH
•J to.
.7
•A 10994
•J 11 5 2
EAST
•Q 9 5 4 2
•42
•K Q 6
•AK10

WEST
•7
17.11163
•J 3 2
•Q 9 I

Declarer had something
to learn in his play of
today's unusual game It
would seem normal to reach
out for a free finesse,
however, today's example
was the exception to prove
the rule.
Dummy's spade 10 was
put to trap DM's known
spade queen, but East
played his deuce refusing to
cover. Three rounds of
trumps came next and
declarer found out about his
trump loser. A fourth round
of trumps was played to
West's jack and West shifted
to clubs. Declarer ruffed the
third club, led a diamond to
dummy's ace and pushed
the spade jack through East.
This was covered and
declarer won his king, but in
the end, East won another
spade trick for one down.
Declarer makes his game
If be plays dummy's spade
eight at trick one. East must
cover with his nine to create
any problem and declarer wins his king. The three high
trumps are cashed and West
Is given his high trump. Now
when declarer ruffs the
third club and crosses to
dummy's diamond ace, he
can lead dummy's jack of
spades for a delayed finesse.
st covers, declarer
11
wins and dummy's spade 10
and declarer's own six are
high winners. If East
refuses to cover, the finesse
Ii repeated with declarer's
spade six promoted to a

SOUTH
•AKII3
•AK Q 1095
.5
•7 3

Vulnerable North-South
Dealer West The bidding
West
Pam
All
P.-

Herta
Pus

East
14!

See*
IV

Septrinber 16, 1'41

G
I
B
O
S
E
L
A
S
A
we've extended our hours to
MIDNIGHT

•

Opening lead Spade seven
most important role
Declarer did learn something about vital spot cards
in today's adventure. Too
bad he had to lose his game
to learn the lesson.
Bid with Cora
South holds:

9-16-B

•Q 9 542
•42
•KQ6
•A K 10

Reetb

North

14
39

2,
SW

ANSWER: Three no trump.
Shows a minimum range
with good stoppers in the
unbid suit.
Seed briar questions to The Acm,
P0 Box 12363. Dallas, Tmas 75223.
with selt-addremed, stamped envelope
for reply

If You Can Shop Only One Sale Thursday Come To Crass'
This attractive group from Broyhill, styled
for the young at heart features hand applied
flowers in delicate pastels, occented by a
scolloped rail and a soft yellow trim. All
pieces in stock are

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drabs
FOR THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 19111
Whit Wad of day will teme- CAPRICORN
n.19) Ntiktil
22
nte be? To fiad out what the (Dec.toJa
Work pressures may make
stars say, read the forecast
it difficult to relax. Avoid
gives for year birth Sign.
arguments about the cost of
entertainment. Joint financial
moves are notfavored.
ARIES
AQUARIUS
1
Y44
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) °.
Expenses could easily (Jan. 20to Feb. 18)
Legal affairs are liable to be
mount up now. You're inclined
. Students need
troublesome
Avoid
to take financial risks.
gambling and other activities tact with instructors. It's a
poor time for real estate tranthatjeopardise security.
sactions.
TAURUS
PISCES
(Apr.20 W IttaY 20)
Domestic tension could (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Your viewpoint fluctuates.
weigh on you, even when at
work. Maintain a low profile The picture changes rapidly
.A
and don't insist on your own with regard to negotiations
close tie may be in danger of
way. Protect health.
overwork.
MUNI
have
(May 21 to June 20) ngi
r YOU BORN TODAY
t
Don't snap at other people. executive and managemen
good
You may be uncertain about abilities. You'd make a
will
your feelings in love. Avoid investment counselor and
as
fields
such
in
success
have
escapism. Don't make any illlaw, banking, accounting and
considered moves.
corporation work.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 72)
k Social life is active, but not
......\totally satisfactory. Take the
good with the bed. Home
action
tiee require
ervaling.
IrirL
NEW YORK (AP) —
LO
water is helping the
Hot
(July 23to Aug.n)
grow tomatoes.
British
less buistent in career
The largest tomato
matters. Higher-ups need
careful handling. Negotiations factory in the world,
are Ibible to bog down now. Be according to its owners,
patient.
is growing its crop under
VIRGO
glass using waste heat
(Aug.23toSept 22)
ing
The cost of legal advice may from a coal-burn
in
station
power
Avoid
concern.
be a
arguments about fees. Inner Yorkshire, England,says
resentments may surface an environmental
now.Keep your coot
newsletter.
LIBRA
The hot water from the
to Oct.22) Ian
station is piped off
power
connection
—tiotis in
with others may weigh on you. before reaching its giant
Stowe clear of antagonistic cooling towers. The water
types, especially after dark. then passes through fanDon't be impulsive.
assisted heat exchange
SCORPIO
units, emerging as warm
(Oct.23to Nov.21) %AV' air, according to World
irritate
easily
You could
nt Report.
people's feelings, if you came Environme
The English, hard hit
on too strong. Soft-pedal differences with higher-ups and by rising energy costs,
dose Mends.
hope this recycling
.ite
SAGITTARIUS
technology will make
(Nov.12to Dec.
their products more
Work progress may be slow.
tive with
competi
hnpatience doesn't ease your
growers, who
European
afternoon,
the
In
task any.
by their
are
subsidized
in
overdo
curb a tendency to
governments.
food and drink.

XQ'

The items featured here are only a sample
of the storewide bargains available. Every
item in stock is drastically reduced for 12
hours only_l 2 to 12 Thursday.

Rich, warm Early American-finished in traditional pine tones
and graining - Tables that say -home- in any house! All tames
feature high pressure laminate taps.

Hot Water
Helps Tomatoes

Ittica

Be

Fc1L

(SZi!

chairs'(

hexagon commode

, e egant oriental
design. All in stock pieces

All Pine Valley Tables /
12

Price
"Stratolounger

1

One of the Top
Recliner Lines
In The Country
Six Different Styles

Price

n) "

WI

IMP 11W 11111

Occasional
Chairs

Bermuda Bag
Covers

From Broyhill
In Velvet Stripes

1

for
Murray High Tigers
Calloway County
High Lakers
MSU Racers
Greek Sorority

3Buttung1jam sap, itb.
TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR
GENTLEMEN AND.LADIES
Dix Wand Center — Murray. Ky.
Mon -Sat. 9.00 a.m.-5:00 p m

•••i

e

•

.41
1
401.

2 Price

menuamswimiaman MMMMMMM nesisossissuessuougg

Serta Bedding In Twin
Full & Queen Size, Xtra Firm
•

•
MMMMM

1 2 Price
/

Special Priers Are For 12Rours Only
Some Items try Limited Quantities
All Sales Are Final
All Sales Cash or
IMMEDIATE Financing.

ii

4..40gatp.'
This elegant Dining Room Suite From
Broyhill with..brass Trim and a Fine
Teak Finish is

41•Mt- w•Ip...1•••4•01...........=
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